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Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a severe cardio-pulmonary illness which has been com-
monly observed to induce substantial and ultimately deleterious changes to the human right
ventricle (RV) shape and function. As such, the functional state of the RV is thought to
be a major determinant of symptoms and survival rates for PH. However, there has been
little success to-date to identify clinically obtainable metrics of RV shape and deformation
as a means to detect the onset and progression of PH. This difficulty is largely the result
of the absence of a proven approach that is generally applicable for consistent and reliable
quantitative analysis of anatomical shapes, particularly the RV, between patients and over
time. Therefore, a computational framework which can quantitatively analyze RV shape and
deformation could be a key to assist in clinically detecting the onset and progression of PH.
Statistical shape analysis techniques were developed, implemented, and assessed to ana-
lyze variations in human RV endocardial surface (RVES) shapes and kinematics from non-
invasive clinical medical imaging data with respect to a spectrum of hemodynamic states. A
computational framework for the quantitative analysis and statistical decomposition of sets
of 3D genus-0 shapes that combines a modified harmonic mapping approach directly with
proper orthogonal decomposition (DM-POD) is presented. The DM-POD approach is shown
to be a robust technique for recovering inherent shape-related features through the analysis
of sets of artificially generated shapes. The DM-POD approach is then applied to obtain
kinematic features of the human RV based on the relative change in shape of the endocardial
surface using cardiac computed tomography images. In addition, the kinematic features of
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the RVES obtained by the DM-POD approach are shown to be consistent and associated
with intrinsically physiological components of the heart, and thus may potentially provide
a more accurate means for classifying the progressive change in RV function caused by PH,
in comparison to traditional clinical hemodynamic and volume-based metrics. Statistical
shape analysis for the human RV is further evaluated through analysis of alternate compo-
nents of the DM-POD approach, as well as through comparison of the DM-POD workflow
with an alternate spherical harmonic function-based workflow (SPHARM), with respect to
the aspects of surface representation, alignment, and decomposition. Additionally, different
ways of utilizing the available imaging data with respect to the classification potential are
investigated by considering analysis results when applying both the various DM-POD and
SPHARM approaches with several different combinations of the phases captured throughout
a single cardiac cycle for the patient set. Lastly, a novel statistical decomposition technique
known as independent component analysis (ICA) was incorporated into the statistical shape
analysis framework (i.e., DM-POD) to produce an alternative workflow (DM-ICA). Both the
DM-POD and DM-ICA approaches are applied to analyze sets of artificially generated data
and the human RVES datasets, and the respective results are compared. The DM-POD
and DM-ICA workflows are shown to produce consistent, but substantially different results
due to the various principles and views of each of the two statistical decomposition algo-
rithms (i.e., POD and ICA). Most importantly, the results from the DM-POD and DM-ICA
workflows appear to relate to RV function in unique ways, with respect to both traditional
clinical metrics and each other, and have the potential to provide new metrics for better
understanding of the human RV and its relationship to PH.
v
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1.0 A NEW COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR ANATOMICALLY
CONSISTENT 3D STATISTICAL SHAPE ANALYSIS WITH CLINICAL
IMAGING APPLICATIONS
1.1 ABSTRACT
A computational approach is presented for the quantitative comparison and statistical de-
composition of sets of three-dimensional closed genus-0 surfaces obtained from untagged
medical images. The core of the analysis procedure consists of a two-step surface parameter-
ization technique followed by the proper orthogonal decomposition method. The capabilities
of the proposed approach are demonstrated through analysis and sensitivity tests considering
a human right ventricle endocardial surface captured at several time frames over the cardiac
cycle, as well as decomposition and classification tests considering several sets of artificially
generated three dimensional surfaces.
1.2 INTRODUCTION
There are a multitude of pathologies that significantly and adversely affect human health,
which are also known to induce noticeable changes in the shape and/or mechanical behavior
of certain organs or other biological structures. Some examples include Alzheimer’s disease
and Schizophrenia which have been seen to cause hippocampus and brain ventricle shape
changes [89, 35, 102] and pulmonary hypertension (PH) which very noticeably alters the
shape and mechanical function of the right ventricle [15, 80, 81], among others. Medical
imaging methods (such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, etc.) and
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associated developments in image processing have gone a long way to aid physicians in both
observing the nature of such shape changes and identifying diagnostic relationships between
the shape change and the particular pathology. However, there are situations where although
a shape change is known to occur and the nature of this change is suspected to be linked with
pathology, clinical scientists have been so far unable to find measurable quantitative features
that discriminate various states in the pathology and/or treatment outcomes. For example,
while PH is observed to dramatically change the components of the size and shape of the
right ventricle [74, 80], features of this shape change have yet to be identified to accurately
predict the likelihood of right ventricle failure (often leading to death), in large part due to
the complex three-dimensional (3D) geometry.
Some recent work has taken a generalized approach to analyzing and contrasting the
shape of a collection of biological structures from medical imaging data [41, 21, 55]. What
is particularly significant about these works is that they attempt to develop a point-wise
mathematical description (i.e., parameterization) of the anatomical surface defined with
respect to a unified reference state or otherwise made mathematically comparable across
the population. Once parameterized such that each shape is uniquely comparable to one
another, pattern recognition approaches can be applied to optimally decompose, cluster,
and build classifiers from a collection of shapes, with no a priori selection of the nature or
location of the most significant discerning features.
There are a variety of methods that have been implemented for the quantitative com-
parison of 3D shapes with different benefits and shortcomings, particularly for application
in medical imaging analysis [67, 57, 70, 69, 101, 23]. In particular, there have been consid-
erable recent work developing approaches based on harmonic mapping to parameterize 3D
closed surfaces for statistical shape analysis [34, 7, 41]. The harmonic mapping approach
has been shown to produce unique one-to-one mappings, but a key constraint of these ap-
proaches is that the shapes of interest must be closed genus-0 topologies. However, the
genus-0 description can be a suitable approximation for the aforementioned organs as well
as many other biological structures. If the shapes are suitable, some variation of harmonic
mapping can be applied to map each shape to the surface of a unit sphere (i.e., transform
the Cartesian coordinates to the spherical latitude and longitude) from which they can be
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quantitatively compared to one another. These techniques have been shown to be applicable
to a wide variety of shapes and have been coupled with several decomposition and pattern
recognition techniques. However, while there are several implementation variations, the cur-
rent approaches have so far been mesh dependent to a degree in their implementations, and
they have often included steps to optimize the mesh distribution after mapping to the unit
sphere which can add an element of nonuniqueness in the mapping process. Moreover, the
techniques developed thus far have an additional required step following the application of
mapping, but before applying pattern recognition techniques, to project the mapped sur-
faces onto a predefined basis (e.g., spherical harmonic functions [43]) and/or use some form
of downsampling (typically caused by the datasets being required to be in discrete vector
form).
This work presents a novel approach to the process of statistical shape analysis of 3D
closed genus-0 surfaces for applications in medical imaging. The approach includes a modified
implementation of the harmonic mapping procedure that allows for shapes to be uniquely
and consistently converted into comparable surface representations with a minimal amount of
required referential information. The mapping can be applied in an anatomically consistent
manner, potentially bypassing the need for aligning the images with a registration step,
and allows the surfaces to be analyzed quantitatively as continuous functions for general
applicability regardless of population and processing variation. The approach is then able
to utilize the method of proper orthogonal decomposition (i.e., principal component analysis
or Karhunen-Loeve transform, depending on the context) [6, 12, 5] applied directly to the
set of surface representations following the mapping (i.e., without any further conversion to
a different basis such as spherical harmonic functions or downsampling) to identify shape
features that describe the set of biological shapes in some optimal sense. Lastly, the shape
features can be used to cluster (e.g., k-means clustering) and build classifiers (e.g., linear
discriminant analysis) [26] to use shape to predict the classification of biological structures
(e.g., diagnose pathology).
In Section II, the details of the methods are outlined, including the harmonic mapping
method for defining a unique mathematical representation of a given 3D closed surface
and the proper orthogonal decomposition strategy to derive the defining shape features
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from a given collection of surfaces. Section III presents a set of example analyses showing
the capabilities of the proposed approach. Specifically, the mapping and decomposition
techniques are thoroughly analyzed with respect to the chosen referential points and the
initial segmented surface parameterization (i.e., surface mesh) with the analysis of a single
human right ventricle endocardial surface over the cardiac cycle obtained clinically from
computed tomography imaging. Then, the capabilities of the approach to recover and classify
known patterns in shape datasets is shown through the analysis of sets of artificially generated
3D shapes created with linear combinations of spherical harmonic basis functions, which is
followed by the concluding remarks in Section IV.
1.3 METHODS
The present work assumes that a collection of continuous, 3D, non-overlapping, closed genus-
0 surfaces has already been obtained, with the kth surface domain labeled as Ωk ⊂ <3, and
all surfaces are defined in some consistent global coordinate system ~x. A typical structure
for each surface could be a collection of surface points that have been segmented from a
stack of medical images and their corresponding interpolation that uniquely connects each
point to form a continuous surface (e.g., a mesh of linearly interpolated elements). The
approach presented is only directly applicable to genus-0 shapes, which can feasibly lead to
several applications in biological structures including the right ventricle example that will
be shown. However, the surface parameterization approach could certainly be extended or
replaced by an existing approach to accommodate open surfaces or high genus objects with
the remaining framework still being applicable.
1.3.1 Surface Parameterization
In order to quantitatively compare multiple surfaces in a general way, each surface must
first be defined mathematically (i.e., mapped) with respect to a common reference state
(e.g., defined as a function over some fixed reference geometry, rather than a collection of
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points with respect to an arbitrary origin). While this parameterization is an inherently
nonunique problem and there are many ways to perform such a mapping, of critical impor-
tance is that the mapping consistently provides unique and one-to-one representations of
each surface (see [30] for an overview of several approaches to parameterize surfaces, such
as conformal mapping, isometric mapping, equiareal mapping, etc.). An additional issue for
clinical applications in medical imaging is that the parameterization should ideally require
minimal user input (e.g., anatomically defined reference points). This constraint is due to
current limitations on image tagging and implanting markers in a clinical setting leading to
few possible fiducial points in many biological structures.
A harmonic mapping to the unit sphere is one such mapping that satisfies the desired
constraints for medical imaging applications, and has already been shown in several cases to
provide consistently unique, one-to-one, and non-overlapping surface representations for a
wide variety of genus-0 shapes (see [11] for an in-depth overview of the theory and potential
applications of harmonic mappings). By definition, a harmonic mapping (i.e., change in
coordinates) is simply a parameterization that satisfies Laplace’s equation for each new pa-
rameter. As such, choosing the new parameters to be the spherical coordinates, φ (longitude)
and θ (latitude), the spherical coordinates for each point on the given surface (i.e., location
on the surface of the unit sphere) can be determined from the solution of the following
differential equations
∇2θ(~x) = 0 in Ωk, ∇2φ(~x) = 0 in Ωk. (1.1)
Defining sufficient boundary conditions on φ and θ is then all that is necessary to uniquely
determine a value of latitude and longitude on the unit sphere for every point on the original
surface Ωk. One perceived downside to directly applying the harmonic mapping is that the
surface may be distorted in the mapped domain as a majority of the surface may have φ
and/or θ values within a relatively small range, which may degrade the subsequent analysis.
Therefore, a common practice is to add an additional relaxation step in the mapping process
[37]. In the cases that define the original surface as a mesh, this relaxation typically seeks to
optimize the mapping so that the elements in the mapped domain are as regularly distributed
as possible (e.g., so that element internal angles and area are nearly constant in the range
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of φ and θ). However, such relaxation methods imply that the original surfaces should have
consistently uniformly distributed and well-behaved meshes themselves [11, 1], as a locally
refined or otherwise distorted starting mesh may become inconsistently distributed when
forced to be evenly distributed in the mapped domain. Remeshing can be applied to the
original surfaces in some instances to obtain the desired initial uniform meshes, but the
process may be time consuming and potentially result in feature loss. The present work
employs a variant on the typical two-step process, in which the harmonic mapping is applied
initially and then a secondary mapping is applied to improve the distribution of the surface
in the mapped domain. This modified approach is completely deterministic and requires
minimal user defined referential data, providing a means to analyze a set of medical images
in a uniquely anatomically consistent manner, and has no dependence upon the uniformity
of the original surface meshes.
1.3.1.1 Initial Parameterization To implement the harmonic mapping procedure and
solve Equation (3.1), it is first necessary to provide suitable boundary conditions for the
spherical coordinates φ and θ. This work incorporates a combination of the techniques
that have been shown thus far in the literature [11, 103, 71] to produce a unique method
of defining and implementing the boundary conditions that requires a minimal amount of
referential data and is not significantly dependent upon the surface mesh dimensions. For
this approach each surface must have at minimum two reference points and a reference line:
a point defined as the north pole ( Γn), a point defined as the south pole ( Γs), and a
continuous non-overlapping line defined as the date line ( Γd) that connects the two poles.
In practice, the references should be related to some identifiable component of the anatomy
for consistent comparisons between surfaces. It should be noted that the date line has a
nonunique mapped value as it represents where the longitude passes 360◦. As such, the
surface is cut along the date line to create two overlapping, but independent boundaries: an
east date line (Γd) and west date line (Γ
o
d). Thus, the values of the spherical coordinates
along the references will be assigned as
θ = 0 on Γn, θ = pi on Γs,
φ = 0 on Γd, φ = 2pi on Γ
o
d.
(1.2)
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The reference choices are entirely at the discretion of the user and additional anatomical
information can be easily added beyond the minimal data requirement through intermediate
date lines or other similar boundary conditions. In addition, since the poles of a sphere have
no value for longitude, to solve for the longitudinal mapping, a region around each pole must
be removed in the domain for the boundary value problem of φ in Equation (3.1). This can
typically be done by removing all elements connected to the poles when solving for φ.
The resulting boundary value problems described by Equation (3.1) and Equation (2.2)
can be solved through any preferred approach (e.g., finite element or boundary element
method) for the spherical coordinates of each surface point, with the finite element method
having been employed for the results herein. Lastly, the region removed for the longitudinal
mapping is replaced in the mapped domain by connecting all of the northmost and southmost
points to the pole and adding a vertex with the latitude value of the corresponding pole and
longitude value of the connecting points, as shown in Fig. 1.1b. Once mapped, any given
surface (defined by all ~x ∈ Ωk) can be described continuously with respect to a common
domain as
~x = ~x(θ, φ) in θ ∈ [0, pi], φ ∈ [0, 2pi]. (1.3)
Therefore, the mapped shapes can be quantitatively compared continuously over the entire
surfaces in terms of the spherical coordinates to assess variations, identify patterns, etc.
However, the results from this initial parameterization may not be ideal for further numerical
analysis. As shown in Fig. 1.1b, the vertices (i.e., nodes) of the original surface mesh are
relatively uniformly distributed over the original surface, but after mapping most of the
vertices are concentrated in the middle third of the latitude domain. While not necessarily
an issue in all circumstances, depending on the subsequent statistical analysis used, details
may be lost due to the concentration of the surface information over a relatively small
portion of the referential domain. As discussed previously, to compensate for these potential
difficulties (if necessary) a secondary mapping is performed to more uniformly distribute the
mapped vertices over the domain of the spherical coordinates.
1.3.1.2 Secondary Parameterization Contrary to the approaches currently found in
the literature, the present work uses a completely deterministic mapping process, so an
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Figure 1.1: Example of (a) a 3D genus-0 shape, (b) the results of the initial parameterization,
and (c) the results of the secondary parameterization.
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optimization step was therefore not considered applicable (note, the mapping is inherently
nonunique and the nonlinear optimization strategies to improve the mesh distribution would
likely lead to results that depend strongly on optimization parameters). Alternatively, this
work recognizes that the harmonic parameterization of a sphere defines the relationship
between a uniformly distributed mesh over the unit sphere domain (the same domain as the
mapped domain) and the distortion caused by the mapping. As such, the key assumption
used here is that the inverse of the harmonic mapping of the sphere will bring any distorted
mapped mesh closer to a uniformly distributed mesh over the unit sphere domain. To apply
this concept the initial parameterization procedure is performed for a unit sphere as the
surface (Ω) to produce the mapping
~X(θu, φu) = ~x(θ, φ), (1.4)
where
~X = [sin(θu)cos(φu), sin(θu)sin(φu), cos(θu)]
T , (1.5)
and θu and φu are the latitude and longitude of the unit sphere without mapping, respec-
tively. Equation (2.3) and Equation (2.4) can then be rearranged to produce the relationship
between distorted and undistorted spherical coordinates as
θu = θu(θ, φ), φu = φu(θ, φ). (1.6)
To apply this secondary parameterization to a given surface, it is then only necessary to
substitute the results from the initial parameterization Equation (3.1) into Equation (2.5)
to obtain the parameterization of the given surface in terms of θu and φu. Fig. 1.1 shows an
example of a parameterized surface before and after the secondary parameterization, with
the final mesh being clearly more uniformly distributed than the mesh after only the initial
parameterization.
Of particular significance is that since both the initial and secondary mappings are unique
and one-to-one, the final mapping between the original surface and the unit sphere (~x(θu, φu)
for Ωk) will also be unique and one-to-one. Moreover, the subsequent analysis will not
project the mapping onto another pre-chosen basis (such as spherical harmonic functions)
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and will avoid downsampling requirements by maintaining and analyzing the mapped surface
descriptions as continuous functions. Therefore, provided with sufficiently refined numerical
integration, no secondary parameterization at all should theoretically be necessary to ensure
that all salient features are captured through the analysis. The benefit to a secondary
parameterization for this case is thus to reduce the computational expense of the numerical
integration, but it is not a necessary step to the process.
1.3.2 Shape Mode Decomposition
Once a set of n surfaces is converted to a set of shape functions over the referential unit sphere
domain, the application of a decomposition strategy to determine and rank the fundamental
shape components that exist within the set is relatively straightforward. This work applies
the method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), which is often interchangeably re-
ferred to as principal component analysis or Karhunen-Loeve transform, but is differentiated
here as POD since it will be formulated in the space of continuous functions. POD has been
used successfully in a variety of pattern recognition and reduced-order modeling applications
[6, 12, 5], and it is particularly beneficial to this work as it is well known to be tolerant to
noise, and the continuous function formulation allows for a set of shape functions to be an-
alyzed without further processing regardless of mesh conformity (e.g., varying mesh density
and/or node distribution throughout the set).
The main objective of POD is to identify the m basis functions (i.e., modes or features)
{~vi(θ, φ)}mi=1 that are optimal in the average sense for representing the given set of n surfaces
(i.e., set of snapshots) {~xk(θ, φ)}nk=1. For a linear form of this approach, each surface is
approximated as a combination of the global shape modes as
~xk(θ, φ) ≈ ~x(θ, φ) +
m∑
i=1
aki~vi(θ, φ), (1.7)
where aki is the coefficient that best approximates the k
th shape with the ith mode, and
~x(θ, φ) accounts for a translation in the dataset (note that ~x(θ, φ) is often taken as the mean
of the dataset, but is not required to be so, and in fact, two different definitions were applied
in the present work). Then, the optimal basis is defined as that which minimizes the average
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of the L2-norm of the difference between each snapshot and the best approximation of the
snapshot leading to the following optimization problem
min
{~vi(θ,φ)}mi=1
〈‖~xk(θ, φ)− ~x∗k(θ, φ)‖2L2〉, (1.8)
where ~x∗k(θ, φ) is the best approximation to ~xk(θ, φ) through Equation (3.11), which can
be obtained using the projection operator. Lastly, through several manipulations including
applying the method of snapshots, the optimal modes can be solved deterministically through
the following eigenvalue problem (see[5] and the references therein for details)
1
n
n∑
k=1
AjkC
(i)
k = λ
(i)C
(i)
j , (1.9)
where
Ajk =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
(~xj − ~x) · (~xk − ~x)sin(θ)dθdφ, (1.10)
and
C
(i)
k =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
(~xk − ~x) · ~visin(θ)dθdφ. (1.11)
The n-dimensional eigenvalue problem can be solved to obtain at most n modes as
~vi(θ, φ) =
1
λ(i)n
n∑
k=1
(~xk(θ, φ)− ~x(θ, φ))C(i)k . (1.12)
Depending on the objective of the analysis, the translation function ~x(θ, φ) can be taken as
the null shape (i.e., zero), the mean shape (i.e., the average of the dataset), or some reference
shape so that the analysis corresponds to change in shape (i.e., pseudo-deformation), which
will all lead to different results and different physical interpretations.
Note that the corresponding eigenvalues (λ(i)) relate to the relative importance of each
mode, with the larger eigenvalues corresponding to modes that are more significantly rep-
resentative of the dataset. As an added benefit, the lowest eigenvalues (i.e., lowest energy
modes) are typically associated with noise, allowing for spurious components to be identified
and ultimately removed. In practice, the modes themselves could provide a physical under-
standing of the fundamental aspects of shape and kinematics of a given biological structure.
For classification purposes the highest energy modes are chosen (a typical rule of thumb is
to choose enough modes to capture 99% of the total eigenvalue sum of the set), and the
coefficients of these modes for each surface in the set, which are obtained by projecting the
surface onto each mode, are used to define the surfaces and build classifiers.
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1.4 EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION
Two sets of example analyses are presented to display the capabilities of the proposed ap-
proach. First, the analysis of a set of human right ventricle endocardial surfaces (RVES)
sampled at several points in time during one full cardiac cycle is shown. The primary objec-
tive of the RVES analysis was to display the implementation process and the nature of the
results obtained in a clinical context, and more importantly, to assess the sensitivity of vari-
ous parameters of the images themselves (e.g., surface mesh description) and the processing
steps (e.g., date line selection) with respect to the resulting mapping and fundamental shape
features that can be obtained. While a potential benefit of the proposed approach is that
the continuous form of the analysis leads to applicability across patient sets and for differing
imaging modalities, for simplicity, the present work only considered the single patient with
a single imaging modality. However, for example, the analysis presented in [94] displays how
the approach can be consistently applied to a population of patients. In contrast, the second
example set shows the analysis of collections of shapes that were artificially created through
randomly generated combinations of spherical harmonic basis functions. This second set
was intended to assess, and specifically verify the capabilities of the proposed approach to
identify discriminating features that will then be able to appropriately classify sets of shapes
for cases in which patterns are known to exist, which would not be possible (in an absolute
sense) to show with clinical data.
1.4.1 Human Right Ventricle Endocardial Surface
The human right ventricle is a particularly well suited application for the proposed methods
as it is well known to show significant shape changes due to pathology [80], the shape can be
represented as a closed surface, and sufficient anatomical reference points can be consistently
identified. For this example, a set of clinically obtained cardiac computed tomography images
was obtained for a single patient with normal hemodynamics and with nine evenly spaced
time frames during one complete cycle (end diastole to end diastole). The RVES at each of
the nine time frames was manually segmented and smoothed using a standard recursive and
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discrete Gaussian filter within the commercial medical image processing software Simpleware
1 to remove the high-frequency surface oscillations that occur from the segmentation of
stacked images. The endocardial surface was chosen due to the improved imaging contrast
between the wall tissue and blood, which allows for a far more accurate segmentation of the
endocardial surface in comparison to the epicardial surface.
As would be expected, there are no implanted markers, and therefore, only anatomical
locations can be used for the mapping references. This work considered three options for
selecting the mapping reference points (as described in Section 1.3.1.1) to compare and
contrast the features that could be obtained from different anatomical references. The three
choices included: (1) the anterior border between the free wall and septum (date line) with
endpoints at the intersection with the pulmonary valve and apex (poles), (2) the posterior
border between the free wall and septum with endpoints at the pulmonary valve and the
tricuspid valve, and (3) the closed loop including the border between the free wall and septum
from the pulmonary valve to the apex to the tricuspid valve and back to the pulmonary valve.
Fig. 1.2 shows an example of the RVES shape at end diastole along with the three anatomical
options discussed for the mapping reference points.
In all cases tested, each segmented surface was topologically mapped and then the dif-
ference between each shape and the end diastole shape was calculated to produce a pseudo-
displacement field (i.e., change in shape) of the RVES at each time frame of the cardiac
cycle. In other words, the translation shape (~x(θ, φ) in Equation (3.11)) was taken to be
the end diastole shape. Of particular importance is that by using the pseudo-displacement
field the analysis is able to bypass the costly and potentially uncertain step of registering the
shapes to one another since the pseudo-displacement fields are naturally comparable to one
another with respect to the chosen base shape (end diastole herein). Lastly, the collection
of pseudo-displacement fields was decomposed in each test case using POD to obtain the
fundamental modes and their relative mode energy of the pseudo-displacement of the RVES.
1.4.1.1 Mesh Sensitivity/Convergence: As is common, the segmented surfaces were
described by a mesh of triangular surface elements with linear interpolation. However, an
1www.simpleware.com
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Figure 1.2: Example of a RVES shape at end diastole with the free wall (FW), septal wall
(SW), pulmonic valve (PV), tricuspid valve (TV), (a) Options 1 and 2, and (b) Option 3 for
the potential date line segments labeled.
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important point is that both the accuracy of the surface representations (i.e., ability to
capture the shape) and the solutions to Eqn. 3.1 will be dependent to some extent upon
the relative size of the elements in the surface mesh. Therefore, an important first step to
assess the proposed methods (particularly the mapping) is to analyze the sensitivity to mesh
variations and confirm the ability to verify the numerical process through mesh convergence
(i.e., refinement of the mesh until the solution stabilizes). As such, to test the effect of
mesh size on the RVES analysis and ensure that the mesh was sufficiently refined for the
following test cases three different mesh densities were tested, as shown in Fig. 1.3: 3586
total elements (i.e., coarse mesh), 10810 total elements (i.e., fine mesh), and 43382 total
elements (i.e., very fine mesh). As a representative example, the relative (with respect to the
less refined mesh) L2-norm of the difference in the initial mapping results for the three mesh
cases using Option 1 for the date line (i.e., pulmonary valve to the apex) was: 0.92% for
coarse-fine, 1.44% for coarse-very fine, and 0.35% for fine-very fine. A less than 1.5% change
in the initial mapping results for more than an order of magnitude increase in the number
of elements (from coarsest to finest) can certainly be considered a sufficient level to imply
mesh convergence of the initial mapping results (and this was representative of the other
RVES time frames and test cases). Furthermore, since all subsequent analyses maintain
the representation of the surfaces as continuous functions, mesh convergence of the initial
parameterization should be sufficient to imply mesh convergence for the entire mapping and
decomposition process. As such, all subsequent analyses utilized the coarse mesh description
for reduced computational expense.
The mapping process was then completed for all 9 RVES time frames with date line
Option 1, the pseudo-displacement fields were calculated, and POD was applied to obtain
the pseudo-displacement modes. For this case, the first three modes contained more than
99% of the total energy. Fig. 1.4 shows the first three modes of the decomposition in the
top row and the reconstructed pseudo-displacement fields in the matrix below progressing
through the cardiac cycle from top to bottom. The first three columns are the displacement
reconstructed with the first mode, the first two modes, and the first three modes, from left
to right to show how each mode contributes to the total reconstruction, and the final column
is the full displacement field after mapping and using POD to remove the low energy modes
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Coarse Mesh 
 (3586 Elements) 
Fine Mesh 
 (10810 Elements) 
Very Fine Mesh 
 (43382 Elements) 
Figure 1.3: Three different mesh sizes used to test mesh size sensitivity for a representative
human right ventricle at end diastole.
(likely noise). Fig. 1.5 shows the relative amplitude (relative to the maximum of the three
coefficients over the cardiac cycle) of the first three modes of the decomposition over the
cardiac cycle.
While the resulting modes and their coefficients are entirely relative to the choices of
anatomical references, there can still be some physical interpretation derived from the re-
sulting decomposition, particularly in terms of localizing variations. For example, in this
individual Mode 1 appears to represent contraction or dilation of the free wall, with a higher
concentration in the main body of the RV (i.e., away from the outflow track), with the apex
and pulmonary valve displacing little. By contrast, Mode 2 appears to contain deformation
that is concentrated in the outflow track and in the region of the free wall nearer to the
tricuspid valve. Mode 3 is the least significant/influential of the modes shown here, and
includes various local deformations concentrated around the pulmonary valve and in the free
wall below the tricuspid valve. Furthermore, it can be clearly seen in Fig. 1.5 that during
systole mode 2 acts first to contract the outflow track followed by a strong increase in mode
1 to contract the main RV body. During diastole both modes 1 and 2 act simultaneously to
16
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Figure 1.4: Modal decomposition and reconstruction of the RVES pseudo-displacement field
over the cardiac cycle (contours represent displacement magnitude).
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Figure 1.5: Relative amplitude of the modal coefficients for the first three POD modes over
the cardiac cycle (from end diastole (ED) to end systole (ES) and then back to ED).
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present the relatively high speed overall expansion of the ventricle followed by more expan-
sion through the main body of the RV (Mode 1) and elongation in the outflow track (Mode
2).
1.4.1.2 Sensitivity to Anatomical References: The mapping and decomposition pro-
cess was repeated for all three of the chosen options for the referential data: the pulmonary
valve to the apex (Option 1), the pulmonary valve to the tricuspid valve (Option 2), and
the complete loop of the pulmonary valve to the apex to the tricuspid valve and back to the
pulmonary valve (Option 3), as shown in Fig. 1.2b. In particular, Option 3 is fundamentally
different than the first two in that it is a closed loop over the surface. In order to perform
the mapping with Option 3 two points still need to be defined as the poles, and therefore
the two separate segments between the poles represent two different date lines with unique
values for the longitude. For this example, Option 3 used the pulmonary valve and apex
as the poles, the date line segment that coincides with Option 1 had the original values of
longitude of 0 and 2pi applied, and the remaining date line segment had a longitude value of
pi applied.
As would be expected, all three options for the referential data produce substantially
different initial mapping results, whereas the mode shapes (as shown in Fig. 1.6), and
similarly the modal coefficients in time (not shown here for the sake of brevity), of the
pseudo-displacement are nearly identical for Options 1 and 3, but different for Option 2.
These results highlight the importance of maintaining consistency with the selection of the
anatomical features that will be used for the referential data in the mapping process for each
shape in a given dataset, as the shape features obtained will depend significantly on this
choice. Furthermore, the reference choices of the poles appear to be particularly significant
(in comparison to the date line) based on the relative similarity in the results for Option
1 and 3 that share the same poles, while the additional date line information of Option 3
has a relatively small effect on the resulting modes. This may of course limit the potential
applicability of this approach to instances similar to this RVES example in which at least two
clear and consistently identifiable anatomical reference points can be determined. However,
this may be seen as a relatively modest cost for an anatomically consistent comparison of
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Dateline 
Option 1 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
Option 2 
Option 3 
83.1% 
84.9% 
84.0% 
15.6% 
9.0% 
14.5% 
4.2% 
0.7% 
0.9% 
Figure 1.6: First three POD modes and corresponding mode energy for the RVES pseudo-
displacement for the three options for the referential data.
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sets of biological shapes. Based on the similarity of Options 1 and 3 and the relative ease
in consistently identifying the pulmonary valve and the apex, for the remaining tests only
Option 1 was used for the mapping reference data.
1.4.1.3 Sensitivity to Reference Point Perturbations: While there is clear sensitiv-
ity to variations in the anatomical choices for the mapping reference data, it is also important
to understand the potential changes in the mapping and decomposition results that could
be caused by errors (i.e., inconsistency) in segmentation and/or improperly identifying the
anatomy. Therefore, for the final test of the RVES example the poles and date line were
perturbed for the end diastole shape, and the mapping and decomposition processes were
repeated and compared. End diastole was chosen as the representative example because it
was found to have a slightly stronger effect on the decomposition results than the other time
frames, which is likely due to the fact that end diastole is taken as the translation shape
(see Eqn. 3.11) and thus simultaneously affects each snapshot in the decomposition process.
The test cases included perturbing the location of the PV pole by approximately 6mm, the
apex pole by approximately 9mm, and perturbing both poles simultaneously (approximately
15mm total change); and then shifting the date line eastward, shifting the date line westward,
and shifting half of the date line eastward and half westward (i.e., s-shaped perturbation) by
approximately 2 − 3mm at each point along the date line. For reference, the total original
date line length (from PV to apex) was approximately 126mm for the end diastole shape.
Based on the nature of the RVES surfaces considered here, these perturbation values were
deemed reasonable representations of errors that could occur in selecting the reference data.
In all cases the mapping and decomposition results were found to be tolerant to reasonable
errors in the selection of the mapping reference poles and date lines. The most significant
changes occurred due to modification of the poles, with the largest change in the relative
(with respect to the original poles and date line Option 1) L2-norm of the difference in the
initial mapping results of 1.55% when the PV and apex poles were both moved, while per-
turbations in the date line caused differences that were all less than 0.5%. Furthermore, such
minor changes in the initial parameterization expectedly lead to relatively minor changes to
the modes of the pseudo-deformation.
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1.4.2 Artificially Generated Shapes
To show the pattern recognition capabilities of the proposed methodology shape sets were
artificially generated through linear combinations of spherical harmonic functions, first us-
ing only symmetric functions, and then including asymmetric functions. These simulated
examples were intended to explore the robustness and effectiveness of the techniques pre-
sented to recover patterns and classify data in comparison to the basis used to generate
the data (i.e., the built-in pattern). Spherical harmonic functions were chosen to create the
datasets because they are capable of easily creating genus-0 3D closed surfaces and have
been implemented extensively in other works to represent biological structures such as the
hippocampus [39] and the heart [43] (to be clear, note that the harmonic topological map-
ping that is applied in the proposed framework is an unrelated concept to spherical harmonic
functions).
Six spherical harmonic functions were chosen to define the radial component in spherical
coordinates of the artificial surfaces and create the test sets of 3D closed surfaces (i.e.,
the set of surface domains Ωk): the symmetric functions derived from degree 0 order 0,
degree 2 order 0, and degree 4 order 0, and the asymmetric functions derived from the real
portion of degree 1 order 1, degree 2 order 1, and degree 1 order 2 of the spherical harmonic
functions. In addition, to show the robustness of the techniques and improve the realism
of the tests, artificial noise was included in each shape. It is expected that in practice the
surfaces segmented from medical images to be analyzed would be smoothed to remove any
high frequency variations that are expected when segmenting stacked images (as was done
in the previous example). Therefore, pointwise white noise was not considered realistic.
Alternatively, piecewise smooth noise was generated by dividing the surface into patches
and assuming the noise varies harmonically with independent amplitudes over each patch.
As such, for the following tests the spherical coordinates were divided into 32 regions by 1
4
pi
with respect to the spherical coordinates and the noise was defined as
N(θ, φ; i) = Ai(σN) sin(4θ) sin(4φ),
for i = 1, 2, ..., 32,
(1.13)
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and
Ai(σN) ∼ N (0, σ2N). (1.14)
i is the index for the subregions and σN is the standard deviation of the randomly generated
noise amplitude. For the examples presented herein the standard deviation was defined based
on a signal to noise ratio of 30dB, which was considered suitable with respect to the potential
segmented medical image applications. Thus, each shape in the datasets was generated as
Ωk = {~x : ~x(θ, φ) = R(θ, φ)

sin(θ) cos(φ)
sin(θ) sin(φ)
cos(θ)
 ,
θ ∈ [0, pi], φ ∈ [0, 2pi]},
(1.15)
with
R(θ, φ) =
m∑
j=1
αjYj(θ, φ) +N(θ, φ), (1.16)
and with the spherical harmonic functions Yj. m was taken as 3 to produce symmetric shapes
(six representative shapes are shown in Fig. 1.7a-f). and 6 for asymmetric shapes (six rep-
resentative shapes are shown in Fig. 1.7g-l). The coefficients (αj) were randomly generated
from normal distributions with independent means and variances for each coefficient group
(corresponding to each basis function). For the symmetric shapes the means and variances
were randomly chosen from uniform distributions between 0 to 1 and 0.5 to 1, respectively.
In addition, the following constraint was placed on the symmetric shape coefficient sets
α1 > 1.43(α2 + α3). (1.17)
For the asymmetric shapes the first coefficients were generated with α1 ∼ N (5, 100) and
the remaining αj with independent means and variances randomly chosen from uniform
distributions between 0 to 1 and 0.5 to 1, respectively. These distributions of coefficients
ensured that the shapes were all genus-0.
To perform the mapping of the artificially generated shapes, the poles and date lines
were chosen to correspond with those from a sphere. In other words, according to Equation
(1.15) the north pole corresponded to θ = 0, the south pole corresponded to θ = pi and
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 1.7: (a)-(f) six representative examples of the artificially generated symmetric spher-
ical harmonic shapes and (g)-(l) six representative examples of the artificially generated
asymmetric spherical harmonic shapes.
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Dateline 
Poles 
Z 
X 
(a)
Poles 
Z 
X 
Dateline 
(b)
Figure 1.8: Representative examples of (a) a symmetric and (b) an asymmetric shape used
for the artificially generated shape test cases with the harmonic topological mapping poles
and date lines labeled.
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the date line corresponded to φ = 0. Fig. 1.8 shows two representative examples of the
artificially generated shapes with the poles and date lines indicated.
To analyze the capabilities of the proposed techniques, sets of shapes were randomly
generated, parameterized using the two-step harmonic mapping (Section 2.4.2), and then
decomposed to identify the fundamental shape modes using POD (Section 2.4.4). For these
tests the translation function (i.e., ~x(θ, φ) in Equation (3.11)) was taken as the mean of the
dataset, which is a common assumption particularly when translation has minimal physical
meaning for the datasets. In addition, as a control test for comparison purposes principal
component analysis (PCA) was applied to the sets of vectors of spherical harmonic coefficients
(αj) that were used to generate the shapes. Again, note that the monikers POD and PCA can
be used interchangeably in many cases. However, for clarity here POD will be used to refer
to the decomposition of the shape sets in terms of the continuous function representation
obtained from the harmonic mapping (Equation (3.2)), while PCA will be used to refer to
the decomposition of the shape sets in terms of the coefficients of the spherical harmonic
functions used to generate them (i.e., discrete vectors of coefficients). In some sense the PCA
analysis is related to the best possible results that could be obtained by an existing class
of shape analysis method such as SPHARM [34] (if the shapes were able to be considered
without noise and with no required mapping step).
Initially, the mode shapes, and in particular, the eigenvalue (i.e., energy) spectrum ob-
tained from both the proposed framework and the control test were compared to examine the
nature of the patterns within the datasets. For both symmetric and asymmetric cases, three
trials were performed with 10, 20, and 30 shapes in turn, and each trial was repeated five
times to show the consistency. Lastly, the ability to use the POD modes from the proposed
framework to classify the datasets was tested in comparison to the spherical harmonic coef-
ficient vectors used to generate them (the control test for this comparison case). K-means
clustering [26] was used to group the shape sets into two groups, and then the sets were
divided into a training and a testing set. Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA)
[26] was used to build classifiers with the training sets, and the rate of classification was
calculated for both the testing and training sets. Note that the rate of classification of the
training set can be considered a measure of separability. 10 testing shapes were used in all
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Randomly generate a set of coefficients for 
spherical harmonic functions ????????  
Group and label each coefficient vector into two 
classes with K-means clustering 
Randomly divide the set of coefficients into  a 
training set and a testing set 
Convert the coefficient set into a set of surface 
meshes and add artificial noise ????????  
Parameterize 
each shape ?????????????   
Build a 
classifier 
with FLDA  
Training set 
of 3D shapes 
Testing set of 
3D shapes 
Proposed Framework 
Calculate rate of 
classification 
Obtain set of 
modal 
coefficients 
Training set 
of 
coefficients 
Testing set of 
coefficients 
Build a 
classifier 
with FLDA 
Apply PCA to 
obtain shape 
modes 
Calculate rate of 
classification 
Control Test 
Apply POD to 
obtain shape 
modes 
Obtain set of 
modal 
coefficients 
Figure 1.9: Schematic of the analysis procedure to assess the pattern recognition capabilities
of the proposed approach. The PCA modes from the Control Test were compared to the
POD modes from the Proposed Framework and the rate of classification using the spherical
harmonic coefficients from the Control Test was compared to the rate of classification using
the POD modal coefficients from the Proposed Framework.
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cases, and three trials were performed with 10, 20, and 30 training sets in turn, with 2-fold,
3-fold, and 4-fold cross-validation, respectively. Again, to test consistency each trial was
repeated three times, and the shapes were randomly selected each time from the datasets for
the cross-validation procedure. Note that since the PCA and the spherical harmonic classi-
fication were applied directly to the coefficients used to generate the data, they are actually
noise free in comparison to the proposed techniques which were applied to the shapes with
additive noise. Therefore, the comparisons presented also display the tolerance of the pro-
posed techniques to noise. Fig. 1.9 shows a schematic of the comparative analysis procedure
for the artificially generated shape sets.
1.4.2.1 Results and Discussion: Fig. 1.10 shows representative examples of the modes
(only from the symmetric cases for brevity) and Table 1.1 shows the mean and standard
deviation of the relative mode energy (i.e., corresponding eigenvalue divided by the sum of
all eigenvalues in the set) for the first three modes for the symmetric test cases and the first
five modes for the asymmetric test cases obtained from both the proposed approach with
POD and the control test with PCA applied to the spherical harmonic coefficients directly.
For both the control and the proposed framework, the first three modes for the symmetric
tests and the first five modes for the asymmetric tests captured over 99% of the total energy
in the systems in all cases. This is significant in that the approach presented for mapping and
decomposing the shapes (without any referential information between shapes other than the
poles and date line) was capable of recovering a pattern of the same order as that which was
built into the datasets with the spherical harmonic coefficients. Moreover, the distribution of
energy across the three modes was nearly identical for the results of the proposed approach
compared to the control tests, which further confirms that the proposed techniques recovered
an appropriate set of fundamental features. The modes themselves are similar between the
two approaches, but also clearly different (similarly for the asymmetric cases). This is not
unexpected, particularly since the spherical harmonic basis functions are orthogonal to one
another in the spherical coordinates, and therefore any linear combination of these functions
could be a suitable basis. The fact that the order and distribution of the pattern is consistent
between the two approaches is considered to be a far more significant result.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 1.10: Example of (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, and (c) mode 3 obtained from PCA of the
spherical harmonic coefficients (i.e., control test), and (d) mode 1, (e) mode 2, and (f) mode
3 obtained from POD with the proposed framework for the symmetric shape test cases.
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Table 1.1: Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the relative mode energy percentage for
training set sizes of 10, 20, and 30 shapes obtained from PCA of the spherical harmonic
coefficients (Control) and obtained from POD with the proposed framework (Proposed).
10 20 30
Mode # Control Proposed Control Proposed Control Proposed
Symmetric
1
µ 64.3 68.8 55.8 63.3 59.4 65.9
σ 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.04
2
µ 30.7 26.5 34.9 29.5 32.2 28.1
σ 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.03
3
µ 5.1 3.4 9.3 5.6 8.4 4.5
σ 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01
Asymmetric
1
µ 87.9 84.6 88.4 84.4 91.4 87.1
σ 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.02
2
µ 5.1 7.0 3.9 5.0 2.7 5.2
σ 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.02 0 0.01
3
µ 3.0 3.7 3.1 3.9 2.0 2.6
σ 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0 0
4
µ 2.1 2.5 2.2 2.8 1.7 1.9
σ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
5
µ 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.0 1.3 1.4
σ 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0 0
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Lastly, Table 1.2 shows the classification results from FLDA with the spherical harmonic
coefficients compared to the first three (for the symmetric trials) or first five (for the asym-
metric trials) POD modal coefficients from the proposed framework. Note that the POD
coefficients are obtained by mapping the shapes and then projecting each mapped shape
onto the corresponding POD mode. In general all test cases maintained a high rate of clas-
sification, and most importantly the classification rates were in good agreement between the
two approaches. As such, the methods presented for mapping and decomposing a set of
3-D closed surfaces were capable of obtaining sets of fundamental features representing the
pattern inherent in the shape sets that could be used to build accurate classifiers and classify
new datasets on par with the original basis used to generate the datasets. Furthermore, these
methods were shown to be tolerant to both noise and the size of the datasets analyzed.
1.5 CONCLUSIONS
An approach for the quantitative analysis and statistical decomposition of sets of 3D genus-0
shapes that combines a modified harmonic mapping approach directly with proper orthog-
onal decomposition was presented. The approach was shown to have a straightforward
implementation, and to be particularly well suited for applications in medical image analysis
in which at least one clearly identifiable anatomical reference line can be determined, and
thus the approach can be uniquely anatomically consistent with minimal methodological
uncertainty. Through an example of the analysis of a human right ventricle endocardial sur-
face, the methods were shown to provide unique features of shape change of an anatomical
shape dependent upon the chosen anatomical reference features, the methods were tolerant to
variations in the surface description and verifiable through standard convergence processes,
and the methods were tolerant to reasonable errors in segmentation and feature selection.
Then, through the analysis of artificially generated shape sets the approach was shown to be
capable of recovering shape features for classifying shape clusters on par with the inherent
(i.e., built-in) patterns with no a priori assumption of the shape structure beyond a single
reference line on each surface and in the presence of additive noise.
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Table 1.2: Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the rate of classification percentage for
the training and testing sets for the spherical harmonic coefficients (Control) and the modal
coefficients from POD with the proposed framework (Proposed) for training set sizes of 10,
20, and 30 shapes.
10 20 30
Control Proposed Control Proposed Control Proposed
Symmetric
T
ra
in µ 93.3 86.7 94.4 95.6 93.3 86.7
σ 14.9 12.5 15.7 4.4 14.9 12.5
T
es
t µ 96.7 91.7 94.4 93.3 96.7 91.7
σ 7.5 6.9 15.7 12.5 7.5 6.9
Asymmetric
T
ra
in µ 100 100 99.4 99.4 98.3 98.9
σ 0 0 1.6 1.6 2.6 1.6
T
es
t µ 95.0 93.3 92.2 94.4 98.3 99.2
σ 7.6 7.5 10.3 6.9 3.7 2.8
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2.0 A NEW APPROACH TO KINEMATIC FEATURE EXTRACTION
FROM THE HUMAN RIGHT VENTRICLE FOR CLASSIFICATION OF
HYPERTENSION: A FEASIBILITY STUDY
2.1 ABASTRACT
This work presents a novel approach to analyze the function of the human right ventricle
by deriving kinematic features of the relative change in shape throughout the cardiac cycle.
The approach is anatomically consistent, allows direct comparison across populations of in-
dividuals, and potentially provides new metrics to improve the diagnosis and understanding
of cardiovascular diseases such as pulmonary hypertension. The details of the approach are
presented, which includes a variation of harmonic topological mapping and proper orthog-
onal decomposition techniques, with particular focus on their applicability with respect to
untagged cardiac imaging data. Results are shown for the decomposition of a collection of
clinically obtained human right ventricle endocardial surfaces segmented from cardiac com-
puted tomography imaging into the fundamental shape change features for individuals both
with and without pulmonary hypertension. The features are shown to be consistent and
converging towards intrinsically physiological components for the heart, and may potentially
represent a new set of features for classifying the progressive change in right ventricle func-
tion caused by pulmonary hypertension, particularly in comparison to traditional clinical
metrics.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a cardio-pulmonary illness affecting all ages and racial pop-
ulations that is clinically characterized by a hemodynamic state of elevated mean pulmonary
arterial pressure [45, 73, 81]. Untreated PH is a devastating disease with poor long-term prog-
nosis, regardless of etiology. Estimated median survival following the onset of symptoms was
reported in 1991 to be 2.8 years [22]. With early detection treatments have been found to
be successful in vastly improving prognosis, but diagnosis is often delayed because the early
symptoms of PH are nonspecific [45].
One particular unifying observation about PH is that the adaptation of the right ventri-
cle (RV) under the sustained pressure overload is a major determinant of patient symptoms
and, more importantly, survival [15, 92]. Previous studies have noted extensive myocardial
hypertrophy, an overall increase in RV wall thickness, shape, and volume, and progressive
contractile dysfunction. Furthermore, the RV with PH dilates significantly over time, be-
comes more concentric, and the septum flattens. Without treatment the RV will further
dilate over time and eventually fail. Yet, while a connection between RV shape/function and
PH clearly exists, there is still no clear understanding of why certain patients with severe
PH maintain near normal cardiac outputs for long periods of time, and others experience a
more rapid deterioration leading to RV failure. As such, there is a great need for noninvasive
techniques to monitor and analyze the RV function throughout the course of PH.
The inherent geometric and functional complexity of the right heart has limited the num-
ber of analytical studies to-date regarding modeling and analysis of shape and deformation
of the RV that go beyond the typical bulk (i.e. organ-level) hemodynamic and volumetric
measures or select regional simplifications. Moreover, the standard indicators of left ventricle
(LV) shape and contractile function are not applicable to examine the crescent-like shape
of the RV. One early study used implanted markers and calculated the in vivo bulk RV
volume as well as the subvolume of the outflow, midventricular, and inflow regions at several
instances in the cardiac cycle of canines [76]. Evaluation revealed that the RV ejects its vol-
ume in a nonuniform spatial pattern. Subsequently, this approach was extended to analyze
the regional contractile function of the RV free wall by calculating the principal shortening
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or elongation of the subregions [17]. Alternatively, [74] used ECG-gated magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and approximated the RV free wall geometry with biquadratic surface patches
to then calculate the metric tensor, curvature tensor, and major and minor curvatures as a
means to define/characterize the shape of the RV free wall. More recent efforts have com-
bined computational mechanics with tagged MRI to obtain approximate deformation and
strains throughout the entire RV wall during contraction [40] and even began establishing a
framework for patient-specific LV and RV combined fluid-structure modeling of the cardiac
cycle [98, 88]. In general, many of the approaches implemented to-date rely on invasive
measurement techniques, thereby eliminating the possibility of human studies. Moreover,
the methods developed thus far to analyze and contrast RV function require selection of
specific (typically non-dimensional) features, such as relative volume change, mean regional
curvature, etc., prior to any quantitative analysis. There is typically no direct pathological
basis for the selection of these features, which may be a primary reason for the relative lack
of success in quantitative analysis and prognosis of PH pathology.
In contrast to the more traditional techniques, statistical shape analysis approaches based
around concepts in pattern recognition have been developed in recent years, and have thus far
been most commonly applied in the medical imaging field to analyze brain or cardiac struc-
tures and pathologies [53, 100, 7, 63, 86]. Typically, these shape analysis approaches contain
at least three steps: building correspondence (e.g., diffeomorphism [63] or harmonic mapping
[11]), registration, and decomposition (e.g., PCA [7]). Such statistical shape analysis meth-
ods have shown the capability to automatically identify discriminating features from a set of
medical images of a given population, and then be implemented for several uses, including
clustering and classifying significant subgroupings within the population ([100, 7, 60]) or
aiding with future image processing techniques related to segmentation [41]. One important
note is that most current approaches include a step to lower the dimensionality of the shape
information prior to applying pattern recognition techniques. Examples of methods that
have been applied to reduce the dimensionality within a statistical shape analysis framework
include projecting the 3D shapes onto an a prior selected set of basis functions (e.g., spher-
ical harmonic functions [86] or spherical wavelets [100]) or converting the shapes to some
type of medial representation [84].
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This work presents a novel statistical shape analysis approach to decompose the relative
kinematics of a collection of right ventricle endocardial surfaces from clinically obtainable car-
diac images (a single patient during the cardiac cycle and/or multiple different patients) into
a set of fundamental features that uniquely describe right ventricle function using topolog-
ical mapping and statistical decomposition techniques. The methods maximize anatomical
consistency of the analysis and preserve geometric features particularly by avoiding the use
of standard registration steps and by deriving and utilizing the fundamental features directly
from the data rather than requiring projection onto a predefined basis. The approach was
applied to a unique clinically obtained set of cardiac computed tomography images to obtain
and examine the features of shape change that can be obtained. The features obtained from
this approach are shown to potentially provide a unique biometric based on the human heart.
In addition, the features are shown to be consistent with respect to analysis with various
groupings of individuals, implying that the features are in some sense converging as the
dataset size increases to produce physiologically intrinsic features and not just artifacts of
the data. Moreover, the distributions of the obtained features show promising variations that
appear to be correlated to changes in hemodynamics in the least, and potentially changes
in the physical and functional adaptation of the right ventricle as shown through analysis
of the patient group in terms of the clinical diagnosis as pulmonary hypertensive or non-
hypertensive. Section 2.3 outlines the details of the imaging data considered for this work
and Section 2.4 presents the analysis methods applied. Section 4.4 presents and discusses
the decomposition results, which is followed by the concluding remarks in Section 4.5.
2.3 HUMAN CARDIAC IMAGE DATASET
The present work utilized a unique clinically obtained set of ECG-gated multislice cardiac
computed tomography (CT) images from a study on regional RV structural and functional
adaptation to PH as previously reported in [80]. Patients were scanned within 2 days of
invasive hemodynamic measurements on either a GE Lightspeed 16-slice scanner or a GE
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VCT 64-slice scanner 1. Briefly, scan parameters were as follows: kV 120; mA approximately
400 without ECG-dose modulation; rotation time 350msec; pitch dependent on heart rate;
1.25mm slice thickness (for 16 detector scanner); kV 120, mA approximately 500 with
ECG-dose modulation adjusted to peak at 65-80% R-R interval; rotation time 350msec;
pitch dependent on heart rate; 0.625mm slice thickness (for 64 detector scanner). A set of 10
patients was selected from the study, and each patient within this set of CT scans was initially
classified based on mean pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and right atrial pressure (RAP),
with six patients grouped as “non-hypertensive” based on PAP ≤ 25mmHG (labeled as
N1-6) and four patients grouped as “hypertensive” with decompensated RV function based
on PAP > 25mmHG and RAP > 10mmHG (labeled as H1-4) In all cases, patients with
RAP > 10mmHG also had a cardiac index < 2.0L/min/m2. Each of the 10 patients
included in the study had 10 time frames acquired over one entire cardiac cycle equally
spaced temporally from end diastole to end diastole based on helical, retrospective ECG-
gating during a single breath hold. An important note is that all patients within the study
(even those classified as “non-hypertensive”) are symptomatic, and therefore, not an average
healthy individual. The classification of “non-hypertensive” solely refers to normal resting
hemodynamics. Note that the kinematic analysis for this 10 patient set was not expected or
intended to provide conclusive statistical results that are now useable for diagnostic purposes.
Rather, this feasibility study was intended to show the potential capability of the analysis
approach to produce intrinsic kinematic features that could be used to classify pathology
provided with a statistically sufficient number and composition of patients in the dataset.
Furthermore, this work is subject to the limitations of clinical data acquisition, and to the
authors’ knowledge there has been no other study considering a set human right ventricle
reconstructions of the size, detail, and nature of the set used herein.
1(General Electric Healthcare; Milwaukee, WI, USA)
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2.4 METHODS
The analysis approach applied herein to obtain a set of kinematic features from a given set
of patient images such as those described above proceeded as follows (shown graphically in
Fig. 4.3) :
Step (a) - Segment the image stacks to obtain 3D closed surfaces describing each patient’s
right ventricle endocardial surface (RVES) throughout a complete cardiac cycle.
Step (b) - Smooth the 3D closed surfaces and convert the surfaces to 3D meshes suitable for
numerical analysis.
Step (c) - Topologically map each RVES to a unified (i.e., comparable) reference state using
harmonic mapping.
Step (d) - Convert the sets of shape functions into sets of relative shape change functions
(i.e., pseudo-displacement functions) for each patient over a complete cardiac cycle
and normalize (i.e., scale) the sets.
Step (e) - Apply the decomposition method (i.e., proper orthogonal decomposition) to the
complete set of normalized pseudo-displacement functions to determine and rank
a set of kinematic features (i.e., modes and corresponding transient coefficients
from decomposition).
2.4.1 Segmentation and Mesh Generation
The first and most laborious part of the process was to obtain closed, three dimensional
(3D), mesh-based (i.e., a set of linearly interpolated point clouds) surface descriptions of
the RV shape for each of the nine unique time frames (the last frame is the return to end
diastole and was excluded to avoid redundancy) for each of the 10 individuals (90 total
surfaces). For this work, the surfaces were obtained by manually segmenting the RVES from
each image in the CT stacks, interpolating the slices, and then smoothing the interpolated
surfaces using a standard recursive and discrete Gaussian filter within the commercial medical
image processing software Simpleware 2. Manual segmentation was used to ensure that the
2(www.simpleware.com)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the shape analysis framework, including (a) segmentation of the
RVES from the CT images, (b) smoothing and interpolated 3D closed surface mesh genera-
tion, (c) parameterization of the RVES in terms of spherical coordinates through harmonic
mapping (shown in 2D), (d) conversion of all surfaces to shape change functions, and (e)
decomposition of the shape change functions into the fundamental shape change features
(i.e., modes) using POD.
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most anatomically accurate representations of the ventricle shape were segmented within
the constraints of the CT image quality, and similarly the endocardial surface was chosen
specifically due to the improved imaging contrast between the wall tissue and blood, which
allows for a far more accurate segmentation of the endocardial surface in comparison to the
epicardial surface. The segmentation was overseen and all segmentations were verified by a
trained cardiologist (M.A. Simon), who has over 10 years of experience in advanced heart
failure, pulmonary hypertension, and in particular, experience in the imaging of the RV.
2.4.2 Surface Parameterization
Each surface mesh was parameterized using a two step variation of harmonic topological
mapping so that they could be quantitatively compared to one another and further analyzed.
A harmonic mapping to the unit sphere is a surface parameterization method that allows
for sets of arbitrary shapes to be pointwise quantitatively compared, satisfies the desired
constraints for medical imaging applications, and has already been shown in several cases
to provide consistently unique, one-to-one, and non-overlapping surface representations for
a wide variety of genus-0 shapes (see [30, 11] for an in-depth overview of the theory and
potential applications of harmonic mappings).
In brief, a harmonic mapping (i.e., change in coordinates) is simply a parameterization
that satisfies Laplace’s equation for each new parameter. As such, choosing the new parame-
ters to be the spherical coordinates, φ (longitude) and θ (latitude), the spherical coordinates
for each point on the given surface (i.e., location on the surface of the unit sphere) can be
determined from the solution of the following differential equations
∇2θ(~x) = 0 in Ωk, ∇2φ(~x) = 0 in Ωk, (2.1)
where Ωk ⊂ <3 is the kth continuous, 3D, non-overlapping, closed surface domain (from the
given set of segmented surfaces) and ~x are the cartesian coordinates with respect to the origin
for the given surface. Eqn.3.1 can be solved using any preferred method for the solution of
partial differential equations (the standard Galerkin finite element method was used for this
work [72]), but first requires suitable boundary conditions for the spherical coordinates φ
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and θ. The approach used for the present work requires each surface to have at minimum
two reference points and a reference line: a point defined as the north pole ( Γn), a point
defined as the south pole ( Γs), and a continuous non-overlapping line defined as the date
line ( Γd) that connects the two poles. The date line has a nonunique mapped value as it
represents where the longitude passes 360◦. As such, the surface is cut along the date line
to create two overlapping, but independent boundaries: an east date line (Γd) and west date
line (Γod). Thus, the values of the spherical coordinates along the references will be assigned
as
θ = 0 on Γn, θ = pi on Γs, φ = 0 on Γd, φ = 2pi on Γ
o
d. (2.2)
An important point is that the references should correspond to anatomical features that are
reliably identifiable if the results are to be anatomically consistent in any way. However, tests
were performed (not shown here for brevity) in which changes to the parameterization were
analyzed with respect to perturbations to the mapping references, and the parameterization
process outlined herein was found to be insensitive to changes on the order of reasonably
expected errors. For the RVES shapes considered here the reference data was chosen as
the anterior border between the free wall and septum (i.e., date line) with endpoints at the
intersection with the pulmonary valve and apex (i.e., poles), as shown in Fig. 2.2a. These
anatomical reference features could be identified with relatively high consistency throughout
the patient sets. Example initial parameterization results from the harmonic mapping are
shown in Fig. 2.2b and Fig. 2.2c as the color contours distributed over a 3D RVES.
One additional step to the mapping process (i.e., secondary parameterization) was used
here due to the fact that applying the harmonic mapping directly may lead to the surface
being nonuniformly distributed in the mapped domain with a majority of the surface having
φ and/or θ values within a relatively small range, which may cause numerical difficulties
(particularly related to numerical integration) that could degrade the subsequent analysis
(note, this step is not required, particularly since no downsampling or projection onto a
predefined basis was used, but the step was found to provide a modest reduction in compu-
tational cost for accurate numerical integration in subsequent analysis steps). This second
step relies on the observation that the harmonic parameterization of a sphere defines the
relationship between a uniformly distributed spherical mesh over the unit sphere domain
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.2: Example RVES at end diastole (a) with the free wall (FW), septal wall (SW),
pulmonic valve (PV), tricuspid valve (TV), apex, and harmonic mapping reference line
labeled, and (b) the latitude distribution and (c) the longitude distribution after the harmonic
mapping.
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(the same domain as the mapped domain) and the nonuniform distribution caused by the
mapping (i.e., the solution to the partial differential equations in Eqn. 3.1), and therefore
the inverse of this mapping will “undo” some amount of the distortion caused by the initial
mapping process. To apply this concept the initial parameterization procedure is performed
for a unit sphere as the surface (Ω) to produce the mapping
~X(θu, φu) = ~x(θ, φ), (2.3)
where
~X = [sin(θu)cos(φu), sin(θu)sin(φu), cos(θu)]
T , (2.4)
and θu and φu are the latitude and longitude of the unit sphere without mapping, respectively.
Eqn. 2.3 and Eqn. 2.4 can then be rearranged to produce the relationship between distorted
and undistorted spherical coordinates as
θu = θu(θ, φ), φu = φu(θ, φ). (2.5)
Then, it is only necessary to substitute the results from the initial parameterization Eqn.
3.1 into Eqn. 2.5 to obtain the parameterization of the given surface in terms of θu and φu.
Finally, any given surface (defined by all ~x ∈ Ωk) can be described continuously with respect
to a common domain as
~x = ~x(θu, φu) in θu ∈ [0, pi], φu ∈ [0, 2pi]. (2.6)
Of particular significance is that since both the initial and secondary mappings are unique
and one-to-one, the final mapping between the original surface and the unit sphere will also
be unique and one-to-one. This modified approach is completely deterministic and requires
minimal user-defined referential data, providing a means to analyze a set of medical images in
a uniquely anatomically consistent manner. Thus, the mapped shapes can be quantitatively
compared continuously over the entire surfaces in terms of the spherical coordinates to assess
variations, identify patterns, etc.
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2.4.3 Pseudo-Displacement Functions
A subtle but significant next step is that the set of parameterized surfaces for each patient was
converted into a set of normalized relative shape change functions (i.e., pseudo-displacement
functions) so that the shapes would be comparable across the entire 10-patient population.
For the present work, the pseudo-displacement functions were calculated by subtracting
each individual’s mapped end diastole surface from every other mapped surface of the same
individual over the cardiac cycle as
~dik(θ, φ) = ~x
i
k(θ, φ)− ~xied(θ, φ), and k 6= ed, (2.7)
where ~dik is the pseudo-displacement function for the i
th patient at the kth timeframe in
the cardiac cycle and ed is the end diastole timeframe index for the corresponding patient.
Then, each shape change function was normalized (i.e., scaled) with respect to the maximum
change in the cardiac cycle for the corresponding individual as
~pik(θ, φ) =
~dik(θ, φ)
max
j
‖ ~dij(θ, φ) ‖L2
, (2.8)
with the norm defined for a function over the surface of the unit sphere as
‖ ~d(θ, φ) ‖2L2=
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
~d(θ, φ) · ~d(θ, φ)sin(θ)dθdφ. (2.9)
Therefore, each patient was reduced to being described by eight normalized pseudo displace-
ment functions over the cardiac cycle (i.e., one shape per patient was lost from the dataset
in order to make all patients comparable).
Provided with a consistently identifiable timeframe, which was the case for the end dias-
tole timeframe used here, converting the shapes to normalized shape change is sufficient to
make the datasets consistently comparable across the population of individuals. Most impor-
tantly, this approach circumvents the need for costly and nonunique traditional registration
methods beyond the normalization (i.e., scaling). It should also be emphasized that the
pseudo-displacement functions are kinematic functions relative to the mapping parameters
(i.e., dateline and poles), since tagging or dense feature tracking to obtain an approximate
“true” displacement field are not practically employable for clinical data of the nature used
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herein (note that cardiac CT is the current standard of care for the evaluation of patients
with known or suspected PH due to its superior imaging of the lung parenchyma in addi-
tion to the vasculature). Furthermore, it is assumed that throughout the image acquisition
process that any displacement induced by respiration or body movement is negligible in
comparison to the motion caused by the beating of the heart.
2.4.4 Pseudo-Displacement Decomposition
Lastly, the method of POD [6, 12, 5] (in some instances interchangeably referred to as prin-
cipal component analysis or Karhunen-Loeve transform) was applied to obtain and rank
the fundamental features of shape change from the compiled set of normalized pseudo-
displacement functions (80 total functions). In general, the main objective of the linear
form of POD is to identify the m basis functions (i.e., modes or features) {~vi(θ, φ)}mi=1 that
are optimal in the average sense for representing the given set of n pseudodisplacement
functions (i.e., set of snapshots) {~pk(θ, φ)}nk=1, which can be written as
~pk(θ, φ) =
m∑
i=1
aki~vi(θ, φ), (2.10)
where aki is the coefficient that best approximates the k
th pseudodisplacement function with
the ith mode.
Defining the optimal basis as that which minimizes the average of the L2-norm of the
difference between each snapshot and the best approximation of the snapshot, and through
several manipulations including applying the method of snapshots, the optimal modes can be
solved deterministically through the following eigenvalue problem (see[5] and the references
therein for additional details)
1
n
n∑
k=1
AjkC
(i)
k = λ
(i)C
(i)
j , (2.11)
where
Ajk =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
~pj(θ, φ) · ~pk(θ, φ)sin(θ)dθdφ, (2.12)
and
C
(i)
k =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
~pk(θ, φ) · ~visin(θ)dθdφ. (2.13)
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The n-dimensional eigenvalue problem can then be solved to obtain at most n modes as
~vi(θ, φ) =
1
λ(i)n
n∑
k=1
~pk(θ, φ)C
(i)
k . (2.14)
Note that the corresponding eigenvalues determined for each feature relate to the relative
importance of each mode (i.e., modal energy [6]), with the larger eigenvalues corresponding
to modes that are more significantly representative of the dataset. As an added benefit, the
lowest eigenvalues (i.e., lowest energy modes) are typically associated with noise, allowing
for spurious components to be identified and ultimately removed. For the present work,
noise could be physically represented by relatively high-frequency spatial oscillations on the
segmented surfaces caused by imaging/segmentation errors. For classification purposes the
highest energy modes are chosen and the coefficients of these modes for each surface in the
set, which are obtained by projecting the surface onto each mode, are used to define the
surfaces.
2.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 2.3a shows the first four pseudo-displacement modes (i.e., ~v1(θ, φ), ~v2(θ, φ), ~v3(θ, φ),
and ~v4(θ, φ)) from the decomposition of the 10 patient set (80 total shape change functions),
ranked from highest energy (i.e., largest corresponding relative eigenvalue) to lowest, with the
magnitude of the shape change plotted on the end diastole surface for a representative patient
from the dataset (N4). These first four modes captured approximately 91% of the total modal
energy (i.e., sum of the first four corresponding eigenvalues relative to the total eigenvalue
sum of the set). Additionally, Fig. 2.3b shows the relative values of the modal coefficients
(i.e., each mode projected onto the corresponding shape change function normalized by the
maximum coefficient value) of the first four shape change modes throughout the cardiac cycle
for the patient. Of initial interest is that the modes and modal coefficients can provide some
physical interpretations relating to the localization and sequencing of the most prevalent
shape changes throughout the population and over the cardiac cycle. For example, Mode
1 appears to represent a relatively broad dilation or contraction of the free wall with the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: (a) The first four shape change modes from decomposition of the 10 patient set
plotted on the end diastole shape (color contours are magnitude of shape change) and (b)
the corresponding relative modal coefficients over the cardiac cycle for N4.
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pulmonary valve and apex moving less, while Mode 2 shows a more localized change in the
free wall, and Mode 3 shows very little motion in the free wall and a more significant change
in the apex region. Although, as was discussed in Section 2.4.2, the resulting mappings
and therefore decompositions will depend upon the choice of the mapping references (date
line and poles shown in Fig. 2.2), and the interpretation of the modal behaviors must be
acknowledged to be relative to the reference point selections as well as the specific restrictions
of POD (e.g., the modes must be orthogonal). In other words, the results display the most
significant orthogonal features of shape change relative to the anterior border between the
septal and free walls from the pulmonary valve to the apex. However, while relative in the
sense of the kinematic interpretation, since the chosen anatomical reference data can be
selected with confidence for the images obtained, the approach has the substantial benefit of
being reliably anatomically consistent (i.e., uniquely anatomically meaningful). Moreover,
the anatomical consistency is further reinforced by analyzing the change in shape (rather than
just shape), and thereby avoiding additional uncertainty that could be caused by registration
processes.
An additional observation is that the modal coefficients over the cardiac cycle gener-
ally followed a significantly different pattern for each individual patient regardless of the
pathological state, as shown for the first mode with respect to a representative collection of
patients in Fig. 2.4. This point is highlighted further when considering Fig. 2.5, which shows
the relative volume change over the cardiac cycle (as calculated from the segmentations and
normalized by the maximum volume for each individual) for the same set of patients. In
contrast to the modal coefficients, the volume change follows an easily observed and consis-
tent pattern over the cardiac cycle, albeit with some clear variations in rate and total volume
change between the patients. There was also no apparent correlation between the volume
change and any single mode’s contribution over the cardiac cycle, implying a considerable
difference in content relating to RV function contained within these new metrics than could
be derived from a standard volume measure. Moreover, the vast difference in modal behavior
over the cardiac cycle across the population would seem to imply that the response of the
kinematic features obtained from the proposed approach may have the potential to provide
a new and unique biometric. While this observation is intriguing, there is some concern
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Figure 2.4: Relative modal coefficients for the first shape change mode for the first two non-
hypertensive (N1 and N2) and hypertensive (H1 and H2) patients over the cardiac cycle.
that if the response of the kinematic features obtained is unique to the individual then there
will be minimum potential to be used as a diagnostic device. Yet, the hope is that these
modal responses are analogous to ECG signals, another measure of heart function that has
been shown to be a biometric and also have diagnostic use [99], and the potential for this is
encouraged strongly by the results presented in the following Section 2.5.2.
2.5.1 Feature Convergence
An important question regarding the utility of the modal analysis presented above, but prior
to considering the classification potential, is whether the decomposition results, and more
importantly, the approach to obtain the decomposition results are showing potential to pro-
duce features that are intrinsic to the physiology or are simply a function of the dataset
analyzed (i.e., are the modes representative of the human heart, or only representative of
the specific 10 hearts analyzed as a group). Furthermore, while clinically and in terms of
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Figure 2.5: Relative volume enclosed by the right ventricle endocardial surface for the first
two non-hypertensive (N1 and N2) and hypertensive (H1 and H2) patients over the cardiac
cycle.
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the image processing expense the 10 patient set used herein is substantial and sufficient for
this initial proof of concept, statistically 10 patients is unlikely sufficient to draw concrete
generalizations relating to the physiological potential. However, an aspect of the potential
to use the proposed analysis method to obtain a stable physiologically intrinsic set of fea-
tures was examined by studying the change in modal results with respect to the number
of patients included (i.e., grouped) in the mapping and decomposition analysis. Several
analyses were conducted with different combinations of the patients within the set, with the
smallest analysis group being a single patient individually over the cardiac cycle, to see if
the decomposition results are showing signs of convergence with an increasing number of
patients.
Representative examples are shown here of the analysis of a single non-hypertensive indi-
vidual (8 total shape change functions), a single hypertensive individual, all four hypertensive
individuals (32 total shape change functions), and all six non-hypertensive individuals (48
total shape change functions), in comparison to the results from the analysis of the complete
set (80 total shape change functions). Note that other combinations were tested, but those
presented agree with the overall pattern observed. In general, the highest energy modes
showed a high level of consistency. As shown with the modal distributions in Fig. 2.6 and
even more clearly in the modal coefficients over the cardiac cycle in Fig. 2.7, the highest
energy mode for the whole set (Mode 1) was remarkably consistent. There is little change
in the appearance of Mode 1, even going from the decomposition of the single patient N1 all
the way to the complete set of 10 patients (Fig. 2.6), and the differences in the coefficient
distributions are negligible (Fig. 2.7a). Mode 2 showed less consistency than Mode 1, but
still appeared to be converging and was highly consistent for many of the patients, particu-
larly the hypertensive patients which generally had higher Mode 2 contributions, as can be
most readily seen through the coefficient distributions (Fig. 2.7b). This pattern continued
with Mode 3 and Mode 4 (Fig. 2.6), which showed some tendency towards convergence,
but required larger patient groupings before any convergence were seen. Not surprisingly,
the lower energy modes, especially those likely related to noise, never appeared to converge
within the set of 10 patients. Moreover, the hypertensive patients overall showed a lower
degree of consistency than the non-hypertensive patients, which is justified by the observa-
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Figure 2.6: Mode 1 for N1, Mode 2 for H2, Mode 3 for H2, and Mode 4 for N1 from the
decomposition of the respective individual, respective hemodynamic class (either all N or all
H), and all 10 patients included in the decomposition process (color contours are magnitude
of shape change).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.7: Relative modal coefficients over the cardiac cycle for (a) the highest energy
mode for N1 (Mode 1 from the full 10 patient group) and (b) the highest energy mode
for H2 (Mode 2 from the full group) from the decomposition of the respective individual,
respective hemodynamic class (either all N or all H), and all 10 patients included in the
decomposition process.
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tion that the overall pattern in the shape change for the hypertensive individuals was more
complicated (i.e., of a higher order) than that occurring in the non-hypertensive patients
(discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.2). However, even though there was variation when
considering small groups of patients, as the patient number was increased the hypertensive
patients also appeared to be converging to unique and stable features for the high energy
modes.
2.5.2 Relationship to Pulmonary Hypertension/Classification Potential
As discussed previously, the size of the dataset is not large enough to build and test classifiers
using the features obtained from the decomposition in relation to pulmonary hypertension.
However, the following analysis was intended to show the potential for identifying a relation-
ship between the kinematic features and the state of hypertension, and thus the feasibility
of the proposed approach to lead toward a diagnostic classifier.
Two approaches were considered to analyze and group the patients based on the pseudo-
displacement modal responses of the individuals and were compared to the classification
based on the standard hemodynamic measures. In both cases, the total energy (i.e., coef-
ficient summation) of the modes over the cardiac cycle was analyzed, rather than the time
sequencing of the modal coefficients which was observed above to be unique for each patient
and potentially a biometric. For the first approach the first three modes (i.e., the three
modes with the largest contribution to the shape change functions on average over the entire
patient set) were chosen, which contained 84% of the total modal energy in the 10 patient
set, and each patient was defined by the vector (~q) of each of the three modes’ coefficients
over the cardiac cycle for that patient (i.e., all eight coefficients for the corresponding mode)
squared and summed as
~q = [(
8∑
k=1
a2k1)
1
2 , (
8∑
k=1
a2k2)
1
2 , (
8∑
k=1
a2k3)
1
2 ]T , (2.15)
where akj is the modal coefficient (i.e., projection of the mode onto the shape change func-
tion) for the kth time frame with the jth mode for the given individual. Then, K-means
unsupervised clustering was applied to the patient set in terms of ~q assuming two classes to
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observe the potential patient grouping. Fig. 2.8 shows the distribution of each patient in
terms of ~q and the groupings determined by K-means clustering. For the second analysis,
the individual modal energy percentage for the ith mode for each patient was calculated
independently as
8∑
k=1
a2ki
m∑
j=1
8∑
k=1
a2kj
× 100%, (2.16)
where m is the total number of modes obtained from the decomposition process of the set of
10 individuals. Fig. 2.9 shows the relative modal energy for the features needed to capture
at least 99% of the total energy for each patient over their respective cardiac cycle. Note that
the mode ranking/numbering (numbered starting from highest energy/eigenvalue to lowest)
is based on the energy for all patients combined (80 total shape change functions). For the
hemodynamic comparison, Fig. 2.10 shows the distributions of PAP and RAP for the 10
patients within the set (recall, the classification is either non-hypertensive or hypertensive
with decompensated RV function). For an additional point of comparison Fig. 3.3 shows
the RV ejection fraction (Ef ) for each patient in the set. Ef is a standard metric that is
widely used to help identify and understand functional changes in the heart, and is defined
for the RV as the fraction of blood pumped out of the RV to the pulmonary circulation as
Ef =
(VED − VES)
VED
× 100%, (2.17)
where VED is the RVES volume at end diastole and VES is the volume at end systole. For
reference, a range for normal human RV Ef [58] is also shown in Fig. 3.3, although it should
be noted that the normal range for the RV can vary significantly and much more so than
for the LV. Additionally, the normal RV Ef is generally reported as somewhat lower than
that of the LV. The variability in RV Ef is notable even within patients with normal resting
hemodynamics in this small sampling, as is the lack of power of this variable to discriminate
between patients with normal and abnormal resting hemodynamics.
While the two approaches to analyze the modal behaviors were slightly different, the
overall observations relating to the ability to use this new method to create metrics of RV
function that are sensitive to the state of pulmonary hypertension were consistent. The
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Figure 2.8: Total modal energy for the first three modes for the six non-hypertensive (N)
and four hypertensive (H) patients considered for this study, and the results from K-means
clustering the dataset into two groups: C1 and C2.
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Figure 2.9: Relative modal contribution (percentage) for each of the 10 individuals for the
modes necessary to capture over 99% of the total modal energy for each individual (bars are
numbered and color-coded according to the corresponding mode number/ranking from the
complete 10 patient set).
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Figure 2.10: Hemodynamic distribution of the six non-hypertensive (N) and four hyperten-
sive (H) patients consider for this study in terms of the mean pulmonary arterial pressure
(PAP) and right atrial pressure (RAP).
K-means clustering (Fig. 2.8) grouped N1, N2, N3, N4, N6, and H4 in one cluster, and H1,
H2, H3, and N5 in the other cluster, a grouping that appears to be reinforced by the energy
distributions in Fig. 2.9 as well. Simply put, out of the 10 patients in the set one hyper-
tensive patient (H4) was grouped with the majority of non-hypertensive patients and one
non-hypertensive patient (N5) was grouped with the majority of the hypertensive patients.
What is particularly interesting considering Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10, and 3.3 all together is
that there is a distinguishable pattern forming in the modal energy distribution that dif-
ferentiates the pathological states of the patient group. For instance, with the exception of
the fifth non-hypertensive patient (N5), all of the non-hypertensive patients had responses
that were dominated by the same global mode (Mode 1), and with the exception of the
fourth hypertensive patient (H4), the hypertensive patients did not show the same Mode 1
dominance. In addition, the modal energy for the hypertensive patients was typically more
evenly distributed over several modes than was the case for the non-hypertensive individuals.
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There was also seemingly more variation in the modal energy distribution for the hyperten-
sive group, but this variation is not necessarily unexpected, particularly since there is clearly
a wider variation in the hemodynamics of the hypertensive group and there is quite possibly
significant variations in the RV function that are not yet fully understood for these patients
with severe pulmonary hypertension. Similarly, the apparent disagreement in H4 with the
other hypertensive patients coincides with the fact that H4 had a considerably higher PAP
and considerably lower Ef than any other patient in the group, and therefore is a clear out-
lier in terms of RV function. A more subtle observation is that the relative mode energy of
the first and second global modes for N1, N3, and N4 is noticeably smaller than that for N2
and N6, which could potentially be related to the fact that N1, N3, and N4 have relatively
high PAP and/or relatively low Ef . It is currently not possible to determine precisely what
caused the difference between N5 and the rest of the non-hypertensive group, with the only
observable deviation from the data presented here being that N5 had the lowest RAP in the
patient group. It is certainly possible that the RV function of N5 was particularly altered
by underfilling (dehydration) as compared to the others, which would correlate with the low
RAP. However, an unexplained outlier here is certainly not unexpected due to the obvious
lack of control with such clinical data as was used here.
2.5.3 Preprocessing Expense
One particular concern for the analysis process proposed is the preprocessing expense in terms
of person-hours to segment the RV surfaces and to select the harmonic mapping features (i.e.,
poles and dateline) for the parameterizations. As stated, for the results presented herein all
segmentation and selection of the mapping features was done manually under the guidance
of a trained and experienced cardiologist specializing in advanced heart failure, pulmonary
hypertension, and in particular, with experience in the imaging of the RV.
This manual segmentation required several person-hours per patient. While arguments
can be made for the benefits and shortcoming of manual versus automated segmentation
and/or feature tracking, based on the level of quality of the CT images used for the study,
fully manual segmentation and feature selection were believed to provide the highest possible
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Figure 2.11: Ejection fraction of the six non-hypertensive (N) and four hypertensive (H)
patients considered for this study.
level of anatomical accuracy and consistency. However, the preprocessing methods are not
the focus of this work, and as long as a consistent method can be employed it is certainly
possible to replace the manual segmentation with any number of the commercially available
automatic or semi-automatic segmentation tools and/or to incorporate an automatic feature
detection algorithm to select the mapping features regardless of imaging modality without
impacting the main conclusions of this work. In fact, in the first stages of work following the
completion of this current proof-of-concept, a primary effort has been to incorporate such
automation to allow analysis of a much larger population of individuals in a timely fashion.
Since all analyses following the preprocessing described are simply computer processing,
which can be done with high computational efficiency with parallel computing no matter
the population size, provided with consistent automatic or semi-automatic preprocessing the
entire process can be completed automatically or semi-automatically, relatively quickly, and
with no expected change to the nature of the final results.
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS
An approach to obtain kinematic features of the human right ventricle based on the relative
change in shape of the endocardial surface using untagged medical images, as well as a proof
of concept in the use of these features in relating functional changes to pathology was pre-
sented. The approach was shown to be straightforward to implement for analysis of the right
ventricle endocardial surface, and most importantly, circumvents the need for complicated
registration steps and allows for anatomically consistent analysis of the functional behavior
of the human heart. The features obtained showed promise to be intrinsic physiological
components of the human heart, rather than just an artifact of the data, and potentially
represent a new biometric derived from heart function. However, it was noted that the
physical interpretations of the kinematic features are relative to the choice of anatomical
reference points for the mapping process and restrictions enforced by the proper orthogo-
nal decomposition method. In particular, the results for the patient set showed that the
kinematic features of the relative shape change of the RVES over the cardiac cycle contains
information that is related to the state of hypertension (i.e., pathological condition), but is
not necessarily directly correlated solely to the standard hemodynamic measurements (e.g.,
blood pressure or ejection fraction), providing for optimism that this metric may lead to both
a better understanding of RV function related to PH pathology and an improved means to
diagnose the progression and potential treatment outcomes for this deadly disease.
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3.0 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF GLOBAL SHAPE ANALYSIS
METHODS FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF RIGHT VENTRICULAR
FUNCTION
3.1 ABSTRACT
Two contemporary statistical shape analysis workflows are presented and compared with
respect to analysis of human right ventricular function. The methods examined include an
approach that directly applies proper orthogonal decomposition to harmonically mapped
surfaces (DM-POD) and an approach that expands the harmonically mapped surfaces onto
spherical harmonic functions prior to further analysis (SPHARM). The structure of both
workflows is elaborated upon and compared, particularly regarding the details of several
key sub-steps, including the shape parameterization, alignment, as well as statistical de-
composition. The performance is evaluated for the components of each framework at the
various analysis stages, as well as for the output of the complete workflows in terms of the
potential to assess right ventricular function through application to a set of right ventricle
endocardial surfaces captured from a clinically-obtained set of cardiac images for a group
of patients with varying levels of pulmonary hypertension. Additionally, the DM-POD and
SPHARM analysis approaches are examined with respect to different methods of utilizing
the available imaging data by considering analysis results when incorporating several differ-
ent combinations of the phases captured throughout a single cardiac cycle for the patient
set.
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
3.2.1 Clinical Motivation
Cardiac remodeling plays a crucial role in the progression of heart disease and the outcome
of therapies, and therefore, both the static and functioning appearance of the human heart
are thought to provide substantial diagnostic information relating to any number of cardio-
vascular diseases [19]. While a considerable amount of work over the years has focused on
the function of the left ventricle (LV) and its relation to several diseases [65], recent focus
has extended to the right ventricle (RV) as studies have shown a more significant depen-
dance than previously thought of cardiac health on RV function for certain diseases, such
as pulmonary hypertension (PH) [81] and Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) [4]. For instance, the
cardio-pulmonary disease PH has been commonly observed to substantially change the size
and shape of the RV [81]. However, even though untreated PH is a devastating disease
with poor long-term prognosis, diagnosis is often delayed because the early symptoms of
PH are nonspecific [45], and there is limited understanding and available metrics that can
utilize the observed RV shape and functional changes to predict the level of deterioration
in heart function and/or the progression of treatments [81]. Additionally, the RV poses a
particular challenge for identifying such metrics, as the RV anatomy is naturally complex,
varies significantly both during the cardiac cycle and across patient populations, and often
becomes even more complicated with disease. As such, creating sufficient analysis tools for
developing a better clinical understanding of right heart function has generally remained a
significant open challenge to-date [79].
3.2.2 Technical Background
Developments in medical imaging techniques and computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) have
made significant contributions to aid physicians in both observing the nature of disease-
related shape changes in biological structures and identifying diagnostic relationships be-
tween a shape change and a particular pathology [24]. Statistical shape analysis (in some
instances interchangeably referred to as geometric morphometrics) is one particular CAD ap-
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proach that has been shown to provide promising results for certain applications [83, 2, 82,
10]. Generally, statistical shape analysis obtains shape-based representations of a biological
structure of interest from available medical images and then performs statistical analysis on
a collection of these representations to study the geometrical or kinematic variations. Com-
mon aims of statistical shape analysis are to extract metrics from the given set of medical
images for diagnostic purposes [53, 85, 60, 104, 95] or to obtain fundamental features to aid
with future image processing [41]. In terms of applications to understanding and diagnosing
pathology, statistical shape analysis methods to-date have been largely focused on compo-
nents of the brain and heart and their associated afflictions. Such applications have included
analyzing changes in the shape of the hippocampus and/or the ventricles of the brain with
respect to Alzheimer’s disease [61, 89] and Schizophrenia [53, 85] and analyzing changes in
the shape of the RV with respect to PH [95]and TOF [60, 104].
A typical statistical shape analysis framework includes several common steps, with the
first being to preprocess the image sets. Preprocessing includes some combination (not
necessarily in this order or including all steps) of segmentation, establishing base mathe-
matical representations of the shapes, alignment/registration, and parameterization, which
is the critical (and often most challenging) step in building the necessary correspondence
between the collection of medical shapes [30]. Once a final correspondence is set, standard
pattern recognition methods can be applied to derive the fundamental shape features that
exist within the shape sets, commonly utilizing some variant of principle component analysis
(PCA) [60, 95], and then generate metrics and classifiers associated with the function and/or
pathology of the application of interest.
There have been a wide variety of specific techniques employed within statistical shape
analysis frameworks depending on specific features, restrictions, and/or objectives of the
particular applications that have been considered. With respect to the base representa-
tion of shape, one straightforward concept that has been used is to define the collection
of surface points describing the shape in a standard Cartesian coordinate system, either in
a discrete or continuous format. For discrete descriptions, a popular method has been to
use anatomical features as landmarks or fiducial points to represent the geometric features
among a population [83, 20]. However, due to limitations on the availability of landmarks in
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many applications, other more mathematically based methods have been introduced to au-
tomatically generate dense collections of semi-landmarks (i.e., surface points not necessarily
related to anatomical features) to represent the shape, with point distribution models being
a popular method within this category [86]. For continuous descriptions, mesh-based tech-
niques (e.g., point distributions interpolated with polynomials with compact support) are
a common means for shape representation [28]. Alternatively, global basis functions (i.e.,
functions with non-compact support) have also been utilized for representation of shape,
including basis functions such as spherical harmonic functions (SPHARM) [34] or wavelet
functions [100]. Lastly, skeletonization approaches have been used in some applications for
the shape representation, such as the medial shape description, which defines the shape in
terms of a medial axis and the radial distance from this medial axis to the shapes surface [84].
Some of these approaches for quantitatively describing the shape are automatically compa-
rable in a logical and anatomically consistent manner, such as the methods that simply rely
on a set of anatomical features/landmarks. However, more generally, and particularly when
anatomical landmarks are limited, further processing is required to build correspondence
(i.e., a one-to-one relationship between each point describing each shape). One common
technique has been to utilize some form of topological mapping to map every point on each
shapes surface through some consistent mathematical technique (e.g., simple projection [30]
or harmonic mapping [62]) to a common topologically equivalent structure, such as the sur-
face of a plate or a sphere [30]. Finally, rigid registration is often applied to remove effects of
size, orientation, and/or position, so that the subsequent statistical analysis can be focused
on shape alone. The shapes can be aligned simply in some cases through manual manipu-
lation or casting the statistical analysis in terms of the difference in shape from a reference
position/shape [75]. Alternatively, some applications require more elaborate registration al-
gorithms, such as methods that define a template shape and align each shape by minimizing
the distance to the template through the iterative closest point algorithm [14] or the pro-
crustes methodology [36], or the SPHARM approach, which actually utilizes a component
of the base shape representation itself (e.g., the first-order ellipsoidal component) to align
each shape [86]. Again, a critical point is that in some instances the specific statistical shape
analysis implementation is chosen based on requirements/limitations of the specific applica-
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tion and available resources, such as limited computational capability or insufficient available
fiducial points. However, in many other cases there is not necessarily any restrictions forcing
the use of a specific approach, and yet the nature of the application (i.e., the organ/structure
and disease of interest) should dictate the use of one methodology over another.
Cardiac structures represent one area of significant interest for statistical shape analy-
sis methods, as cardiac dysfunction is often thought to be measurable through distortion
within the geometric features at a specific cardiac phase or by deterioration/changes in the
kinematic patterns within the cardiac cycle [93, 79]. However, cardiac structures represent
a particular challenge also, in comparison to many other clinical applications to-date. These
challenges are largely due to the substantial shape variability that can be seen across a pop-
ulation and resulting from various pathological changes, as well as the dynamic variations
in shape seen throughout the cardiac cycle. The concept of statistical shape analysis for
cardiac structures was first introduced in [33], which used a landmark-based representation
of the LVs and RVs at end-diastole (ED) and derived shape features from these with PCA.
Since the work of Frangi et al., there have been a variety of other techniques applied to
cardiac structures in a variety of ways (e.g., utilizing varying heart components, landmarks,
and/or phases in the cardiac cycle). For instance, Huang et al. used SPHARM descriptors
along with alignment techniques based on the spherical harmonic decomposition to examine
the shape of the endocardial and epicardial surfaces of LVs throughout a cardiac cycle, and
then heuristically derived features of these shapes and used hierarchical clustering methods
to examine mechanical dyssynchrony of the heart [44]. Andreopoulos and Tsotsos presented
a framework that also used landmark-based models for the endocardial and epicardial sur-
faces of LVs throughout a cardiac cycle, and combined PCA to produce active shape and
appearance models to be used for automated segmentation purposes [3]. Similarly, Zhang et
al. used landmark-based models within a combination active shape and appearance model
using PCA for the endocardial and epicardial surfaces of LVs and RVs throughout a car-
diac cycle to first aid with segmentation, and then to build quantitative shape, motion, and
volumetric features for classification of TOF [104] Alternatively, Mansi et al. introduced
currents and diffeomorphic registration algorithms to build correspondence for mesh-based
continuous descriptions of RV endocardial surfaces at ED, then PCA was applied to reduce
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the dimensionality as well as derive quantitative features to identify correlations with the
clinical metrics and to better classify and understand TOF [60] . Recently, Wu et al. also
used mesh-based continuous descriptions of RV endocardial surfaces throughout a cardiac
cycle, applied a harmonic mapping method and converted the surfaces into relative shape
change functions to build correspondences, and then applied proper orthogonal decomposi-
tion (POD) (i.e., a continuous form of PCA) to derive kinematic features and build metrics
for potential classification of PH [95]. Overall, these recent research efforts in statistical
shape analysis applied to the heart have shown promising results for both image processing
and pathology classification. However, the recent efforts have also included a diverse set
of components in the analysis process (e.g., different mathematical representations, differ-
ent registration and decomposition techniques, etc.) with limited motivation for why one
approach is utilized over another. As stated previously, after factoring out restrictions ne-
cessitated by the nature of the available imaging data, a natural assumption is that one
computational approach, including both the analysis methods (e.g., representation, decom-
position, etc.) and the cardiac information utilized (e.g., specific cardiac phase), will be best
suited for a given structure and/or pathology. And yet, no study to-date has made a direct
comparison to quantify the effectiveness of alternate shape analysis approaches for a given
application.
3.2.3 Aim of Study
The present study aims to compare and contrast some approaches to statistical shape analysis
that have been utilized to-date for various studies, applied herein to analyze right ventricle
endocardial surfaces (RVES) for hearts with and without PH. The investigation focuses on
two specific workflows for statistical shape analysis, a spherical harmonic function-based
approach, as presented in [86], and a direct decomposition approach, as presented in [95],
comparing the components of each framework at the various analysis stages (representation,
alignment, decomposition) as well as the output of the complete workflows in terms of the
potential to assess RV function. Additionally, different methods of utilizing the available
imaging data are also investigated by considering analysis results when incorporating several
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different combinations of the phases captured throughout a single cardiac cycle for the patient
set. As such, the present study is intended to explore through comparison the efficiency and
effectiveness of these specific shape preprocessing and feature extraction approaches applied
to the human RV with respect to PH, and ideally provide guidance on techniques to use for
further (larger) studies of the same or similar biological structure and pathology. In addition,
more generally, this study is intended to provide an example structure of the tests that could,
and in many cases should be performed toward determining the most suitable shape analysis
strategy for a given pathology and/or biological structure of interest. Section 2 presents the
steps of the selected two workflows surfaces. In Section 3 the computational performance of
both workflows as well as the clustering results of both workflows in combination of different
ways of utilizing cardiac information are shown and discussed, followed by a the concluding
remarks in Section 4.
3.3 METHODS
Two different contemporary statistical shape analysis approaches were chosen to be applied
to assess human RV function and compared for the present study: (1) an approach that di-
rectly applies POD to harmonically mapped surfaces, as shown in [95], and (2) an approach
that also harmonically maps the surfaces, but then projects the surfaces onto spherical har-
monic functions prior to further analysis, as shown in [78]. In addition, the analysis and
assessment of each approach included two different alignment techniques for comparison
purposes. In the remaining text the direct mapping to POD approach will be referred to as
the DM-POD approach and the spherical harmonic function-based approach will be referred
to simply as the SPHARM approach. An overview of the analysis approaches considered
herein is shown in Fig. 3.1. In brief, both approaches begin with segmenting 3D surface
representations of the RVES from the cardiac image sets and generating mesh-based rep-
resentations of the surfaces. Then, the respective version of harmonic mapping is applied
to parameterize the set of RVES with respect to a common domain. As shown with the
solid red line in Fig. 3.1, the DM-POD approach goes directly from harmonic mapping to
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the statistical shape analysis workflows, including the approach that
directly applies POD to harmonically mapped surfaces (DM-POD - solid red arrows) and
the approach that projects the surfaces onto spherical harmonic functions after harmonic
mapping (SPHARM - dotted blue arrows), showing the key steps of (a) segmentation of
the right ventricle endocardial surface (RVES) from the medical images, (b) smoothing
and interpolated 3D closed surface mesh generation, (c) parameterization of the RVES in
terms of spherical coordinates (shown in 2D), (d) projection of the RVES onto a spherical
harmonic function basis (SPHARM), (e) alignment of the surfaces based on the spherical
harmonic function parameterization (SPHARM), (f) alignment of the surfaces either by
conversion into shape change functions or by a rigid registration algorithm (DM-POD),
and (g) decomposition of the shape sets into modes and application of pattern recognition
techniques.
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alignment of the shapes by either converting the shapes into relative shape change func-
tions over the cardiac cycle of each patient or registering the shapes to a preselected shape
template. Once the set is aligned, the DM-POD approach applies POD to decompose the
set of shapes or shape change functions into modes, and pattern recognition techniques are
utilized to generate features from the modes, cluster the population, and/or build classifiers.
Alternatively, as shown with the dotted blue line in Fig. 3.1, following harmonic mapping
the SPHARM approach redefines the shapes in terms of a spherical harmonic function ba-
sis. Then, the SPHARM approach aligns the shapes either based on the orientation of the
first-order ellipsoidal basis function or using a combination of template registration and an
approach that rotates the surfaces in the space of the spherical harmonic coefficients. Lastly,
the SPHARM approach utilizes PCA to decompose the sets of coefficients of the spherical
harmonic functions to similarly obtain shape modal vectors (in the space of the spherical
harmonic basis), and then pattern recognition techniques are applied. Note that PCA and
POD can be considered conceptually identical, but are differentiated here such that POD is
applied to decompose the continuous descriptions and PCA is applied to decompose the dis-
crete descriptions. In the following, each step of the analysis methods, including the surface
representation, parameterization, registration, and statistical decomposition, are elaborated
upon.
3.3.1 Image Acquisition and Surface Extraction
The present work utilized a clinically obtained set of ECG-gated multislice cardiac CT images
corresponding to 13 separate patients from a study on regional RV structural and functional
adaptation to PH as previously reported in [80]. The 3D surface descriptions of the RV
shapes were obtained for each of the 9 unique phases captured from the cardiac cycle for
each of the 13 patients by manually segmenting the RVES from each image in the CT stacks,
interpolating the slices, and then smoothing the interpolated surfaces using a standard re-
cursive and discrete Gaussian filter within the commercial medical image processing software
Simpleware 1. Thus, each of the 3D surfaces could be considered as a continuous, linearly
1www.simpleware.com
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interpolated, mesh-based representation, and the collection of 117 (13 patients with 9 car-
diac phases per patient) continuous, 3D, non-overlapping, closed, genus-0 RVES are labeled
as {Ωk}117k=1. Manual segmentation was used to ensure that the most anatomically accurate
representations of the ventricle shape were segmented within the constraints of the CT image
quality. Similarly, the endocardial surface was chosen specifically due to the relatively high
imaging contrast between the wall tissue and blood. The segmentation was overseen and
verified by a trained cardiologist (M. A. Simon), who has over ten years of experience in
advanced heart failure, PH, and in particular, experience in the imaging of the RV.
3.3.2 Surface Parameterization
Both approaches initially utilized a harmonic topological mapping method, so that the RVES
were quantitatively comparable over a common domain for further analysis. A harmonic
mapping (i.e., change in coordinates) is simply a parameterization that satisfies Laplace’s
equation for each new parameter [11]. As such, choosing the new parameters to be the
spherical coordinates, φ (longitude) and θ (latitude), the spherical coordinates for each point
on the kth RVES (i.e., location of the RVES coordinates on the unit sphere) can be determined
from the solution of
∇2θ(~x) = 0 and ∇2φ(~x) = 0, ∀~x ∈ Ωk. (3.1)
Provided with sufficient boundary conditions for θ and φ, which will be discussed in more
detail in the following, Eqn. 3.1 can be numerically solved, and then each RVES can be
described over the common domain as
~x = ~x(θ, φ) in θ ∈ [0, pi], φ ∈ [0, 2pi], ∀~x ∈ Ωk. (3.2)
3.3.2.1 DM-POD Approach: For the DM-POD approach, each surface mesh was pa-
rameterized solely using a two step variation of harmonic topological mapping. Specifically,
the DM-POD approach creates an initial mapping by solving Eqn. 3.1 with boundary con-
ditions for θ and φ corresponding to anatomical features. Accurately determining sufficient
anatomical references may be a challenge in certain applications, and yet, by choosing the
boundary conditions to relate to specific consistently identifiable anatomical features, this
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approach is able to maintain anatomical consistency in the parameterization across popula-
tions. The RVES data used here provided more than sufficient anatomical references that
could be consistently identified. For the analysis presented the boundary conditions utilized
included the apex, where θ = 0, the intersection of the pulmonary valve with the ante-
rior border between the free wall and septum, where θ = pi, and the entire anterior border
between the free wall and septum, where φ has a non-unique value of 0 and 2pi. A sec-
ondary parameterization is then applied due to the fact that using only the initial harmonic
mapping may lead to the surface information being excessively concentrated in the mapped
domain with a majority of the surface having initial φ and/or θ values within a relatively
small range, which may cause numerical difficulties and degrade the subsequent analysis.
This second step relies on the observation that the harmonic parameterization of a sphere
defines the relationship between uniformly distributed spherical surface coordinates over the
unit sphere domain (the same domain as the mapped domain) and the distortion caused
by the mapping, and therefore the inverse of this mapping, which is what is utilized, will
“undo” some amount of the distortion caused by the harmonic mapping process. See [96] for
additional details about the two-step mapping approach used for the DM-POD workflow.
3.3.2.2 SPHARM Approach: In contrast to the DM-POD approach, the SPHARM
approach considers the surfaces in a discrete format in terms of the mesh vertices and con-
nectivity, and a spherical parameterization algorithm known as the control of area and length
distortions (CALD) is applied to perform the mapping [77]. The CALD algorithm consists
of an initial harmonic parameterization followed by local and global smoothing methods.
For initial parameterization, the CALD approach does not use anatomical landmarks for
the harmonic mapping boundary conditions, as was the case in DM-POD. Rather, CALD
identifies two poles (θ = 0 and θ = pi) to be the two vertices whose projections onto the
principal Cartesian axis are furthest apart, then defines a dateline (θ = 0 or θ = 2pi) as the
path with the steepest latitude ascent, and applies these boundary conditions to solve Eqn.
3.1. Then, in order to improve the area distortion (i.e., the inconsistent ratio between the
area of the elements within the original surface mesh and the initial parametrized mesh),
the latitude obtained from the initial mapping is re-parameterized twice using a rotation
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operator, and the best (i.e., the parameterized mesh with minimal overall area distortion)
of these three parameterization results (including the initial) is chosen for future usage. To
further compensate for the area distortion the CALD approach uses an optimization algo-
rithm that combines local and global smoothing methods to iteratively relocate vertices of
the parameterization based on minimizing the area distortion of the surface mesh elements
with controlled length distortion, while also trying to equalize the mesh distribution in terms
of area over the spherical coordinates. After parameterization, the SPHARM approach ex-
pands each of the mapped surfaces into a combination of spherical harmonic functions, such
that the kth RVES can be described as
~xk(θ, φ) ∼=
Jmax∑
j=0
~ckjYj(θ, φ), (3.3)
where Yj(θ, φ) is the j
th spherical harmonic basis function, ~ckj is the corresponding 3D
coefficient vector for the kth RVES, and Jmax is the number of spherical harmonic functions
included in the description. Therefore, each RVES can be defined uniquely by the set of
corresponding spherical harmonic function coefficients.
3.3.3 Surface Alignment
Overall, surface alignment is applied to remove the effects of size, orientation, and/or posi-
tion, so that the subsequent analyses of the RVES set consider shape alone. Two alignment
methods were considered here for each shape analysis workflow. The DM-POD workflow
included one approach that converts the shape sets into relative shape change (i.e., pseudo-
displacement) functions of the RVES for each patient, and another approach that is a more
standard rigid registration approach derived from the iterative closest point algorithm. Al-
ternatively, the SPHARM workflow tested an alignment approach based on the first-order
ellipsoidal component of the spherical harmonic function expansion, as well as an approach
that minimizes the distance between the shapes in the set with respect to the set of spherical
harmonic function coefficients from the expansions.
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3.3.3.1 Pseudo-Displacement: As shown in [95], an approach to convert RVES shape
sets into pseudo-displacement functions has been used to circumvent the additional computa-
tional cost and nonuniqueness of traditional registration methods. The primary assumption
with this approach is that given a consistently identifiable phase (i.e., end diastole) to use
as reference, the normalized change in shape of an individual’s RVES over a cardiac cycle
is fundamentally consistently comparable across a population of individuals, provided that
any displacement not directly relating to beating of the heart is negligible throughout the
image acquisition process. As such, the parameterized RVES can be converted into pseudo-
displacement shape change functions simply by subtracting one chosen phase’s RVES from
each other phase’s RVES over the cardiac cycle for each individual separately as
~dik(θ, φ) = ~x
i
k(θ, φ)− ~xir(θ, φ), and k 6= r, (3.4)
where ~dik is the pseudo-displacement function for the i
th patient at the kth timeframe in
the cardiac cycle and r is the chosen referential phase index for the corresponding patient.
Then, each pseduo-displacement function can be normalized (i.e., scaled) with respect to the
maximum change in the cardiac cycle for the corresponding individual as
~pik(θ, φ) =
~dik(θ, φ)/max
j
‖~dij(θ, φ)‖L2 , (3.5)
with ‖.‖L2 defined as the standard L2-norm. The end diastole phase was chosen as the refer-
ential phase for all analysis herein that used the pseudo-displacement method for alignment.
3.3.3.2 Iterative Closest Point: The iterative closest point (ICP) rigid registration
algorithm [27] was also considered to complete the correspondence for the RVES set within
the DM-POD workflow to more directly analyze shape (rather than change in shape). For
the ICP algorithm a template surface is chosen from the set, and then each other surface in
the set is iteratively rotated and translated until the distance between each surface and the
pre-selected template surface is minimized. For the present study, the RVES for an arbitrary
non-hypertensive patient at end diastole was chosen as the template shape. Furthermore,
only a single final rotation operator and translation vector were determined for each patient
using the ICP algorithm in order to align the end diastole RVES of each patient to the
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template RVES, and then this rotation operator and translation vector were applied to each
other phase for each respective patient. Therefore, the kinematic information over the cardiac
cycle for each patient was also preserved with this ICP registration approach. In addition,
prior to registration each RVES was normalized, similarly applying a single scaling operator
for each patient with respect to the internal cavity volume of the respective end diastole
RVES compared to the template surface. Thus, the registered RVES for the ith patient at
the kth timeframe in the cardiac cycle can be shown as
~pik(θ, φ) = R
i
ED × (SiED × ~xik(θ, φ)) + ~T iED, (3.6)
where RiED, S
i
ED, and
~T iED are the rotation operator, scaling operator, and translation vector
corresponding to the patient at ED phase, respectively.
3.3.3.3 First-Order Ellipsoid: The first approach used to address the alignment need
in the SPHARM workflow was an approach that relies primarily on the first-order ellipsoidal
component of the SPHARM expansion [86]. For this approach, each RVES is scaled (i.e.,
normalized) individually with respect to the internal cavity volume (note, this differs from
the scaling in the DM-POD workflow, which uses a single scaling value for each patient
rather than a separate scaling value for each shape). Next, the 0th-degree spherical har-
monic function term is removed from the expansion to center the shapes in the set. The
parameterization is oriented by first aligning the poles (θ = 0 and θ = pi) with the positive
and negative ends of the longest major axis of the ellipsoidal (1st-degree) spherical harmonic
functions and aligning the intersection of the dateline (φ = 0) and the equator (θ = pi/2)
with the positive end of the shortest axis of the ellipsoid. Lastly, the RVES are oriented
in object space by determining the rotations necessary to make the three main axes of the
ellipsoidal spherical harmonic functions coincide with the Cartesian coordinate axes with the
shortest axis of the ellipsoidal functions along the x-axis and the longest axis of the ellip-
soidal functions along the z-axis. The object space rotations are then applied to all spherical
harmonic function coefficients in combination with the previous operations as
~cfk = R
object
k ×Rparameterk × (SFOEk × ~ck), (3.7)
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where ~ck is the initial (following surface parameterization) spherical harmonic coefficient
vector for the kth patient, SFOEk , R
parameter
k , and R
object
k are the scaling operator, rotation
operator in parameter space, and rotation operator in object space corresponding to the kth
patient, respectively, and ~cfk is the final spherical harmonic coefficient vector for this aligned
individual.
3.3.3.4 Registration of SPHARM Parameterization: The final approach consid-
ered to complete the correspondence with the SPHARM workflow was an approach that
combines an ICP-type algorithm with a method that aligns the shapes in the space of the
spherical harmonic function parameterization (in some cases referred to as the SHREC algo-
rithm in the literature) [77]. The first step is similar to the ICP algorithm shown in Section
3.3.3.2, which initially aligns (i.e., rotates, translates, and scales) each shape to a pre-selected
template by minimizing the distance between a selected group of landmarks prior to expan-
sion into spherical harmonic functions. Therefore, the initially aligned kth RVES (including
all patients at all phases) can be shown as
~x∗k = R
∗
k × (S∗k × ~xk) + ~T ∗k , (3.8)
where R∗k, S
∗
k , and T
∗
k are the rotation operator, scaling operator, and translation vector,
respectively. Then, each of the aligned shapes (i.e., ~x∗k) is parameterized and expanded to
obtain the spherical harmonic function coefficients, ~ck. The final step rotates the spherical
harmonic function coefficients using three rotation parameters, α, β, and γ, to minimize the
difference between the spherical harmonic coefficient vector of each shape and the template
shape to produce the final set of aligned spherical harmonic function coefficients, ~cfk , as
min
α,β,γ
√
‖~cfk(α, β, γ)− ~ci‖2, (3.9)
where
cfk(α, β, γ) = R
f (α, β, γ)× ~ck, (3.10)
Rf is the rotation operator, and ~ci is the spherical harmonic function coefficient vector of
the selected template.
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3.3.4 Statistical Decomposition
As stated previously, the decomposition approaches of POD and PCA are conceptually
equivalent, but are differentiated herein such that POD was applied to decompose (i.e.,
obtain shape modes from) the continuous function RVES descriptions for the DM-POD
workflow, while PCA was applied to decompose the coefficients of the spherical harmonic
functions for the SPHARM workflow. Therefore, the POD approach determines the optimal
set of modes (i.e., modal shapes) {~vi(θ, φ)}ni=1 in an average sense to approximate the set of
mapped and aligned RVES as
~pk(θ, φ) ≈
n∑
i=1
aki~vi(θ, φ) +~b(θ, φ), (3.11)
where ~pk(θ, φ) is the k
thshape or shape change function, ~b(θ, φ) is the translation function,
aki are modal coefficients, and n is the total number of modes. For the present work the
translation function was taken as ~0 when analyzing the pseudo-displacement and taken as
the mean shape when analyzing the shapes with the ICP alignment. Similarly, the PCA
approach determines the optimal set of i.e., principle components {~ri}ni=1 to approximate
the set of spherical harmonic function coefficients for each mapped and aligned RVES as
~ck ≈
n∑
i=1
dki~ri + ~z, (3.12)
where ~ck is the k
th RVES spherical harmonic function coefficient vector, ~z is mean vector,
and dki are modal coefficients. Therefore, the corresponding modal shapes {~wi(θ, φ)}ni=1 can
be obtained from the principal components of the spherical harmonic function coefficients
as
~wi(θ, φ) = ~ri · ~Y (θ, φ), (3.13)
where ~Y (θ, φ) is the collection of spherical harmonic functions. See [95] for more details
regarding the formulation and implementation of POD directly applied to shape analysis,
and see [78] for more details regarding the formulation and implementation of PCA for shape
analysis.
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.4.1 Human Cardiac Image Dataset and Clinical Classification
The statistical shape analysis methods presented were applied to the discussed set of clin-
ically obtained ECG-gated multislice cardiac computed tomography (CT) images for 13
individuals from a study on regional RV structural and functional adaptation to PH as pre-
viously reported in [80]. All patients were scanned within 2 days of invasive hemodynamic
measurements on either a GE Lightspeed 16-slice scanner or a GE VCT 64-slice scanner
2. Scan parameters were as follows: kV 120; mA approximately 400 without ECG-dose
modulation; rotation time 350msec; pitch dependent on heart rate; 1.25mm slice thickness
(for 16 detector scanner); kV 120, mA approximately 500 with ECG-dose modulation ad-
justed to peak at 65-80% R-R interval; rotation time 350msec; pitch dependent on heart
rate; 0.625mm slice thickness (for 64 detector scanner). As stated in Section 3.3.1, 3D closed
RVES were manually extracted for each of the 13 patients at each of the 9 unique phases
spaced uniformly in one complete cardiac cycle.
The 13 patients were initially clinically classified based on resting mean pulmonary ar-
terial pressure (PAP) and right atrial pressure (RAP), with six patients grouped as “non-
hypertensive” based on PAP≤ 25mmHG (labeled as N1-6), six patients grouped as “hyper-
tensive with decompensated RV function” based on PAP> 25mmHG and RAP> 10mmHG
(labeled as D1-6), and one patient grouped as “hypertensive with compensated RV function”
based on PAP> 25mmHG and RAP< 10mmHG (labeled as C1). Fig. 3.2 shows the dis-
tributions of PAP and RAP for the 13 patients within the dataset. In all cases, patients
with RAP> 10mmHG also had a cardiac index < 2.0L/min/m2. An important note is that
all patients within the study (even those classified as “non-hypertensive”) are symptomatic,
and therefore, not an average healthy individual. To provide an additional clinical metric
relating to RV function, Fig. 3.3 shows the volume ejection fraction in comparison to what
would be considered a “normal” range (as estimated in [32]) for each of the 13 patients.
2(General Electric Healthcare; Milwaukee, WI, USA)
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Figure 3.2: Hemodynamic distribution of the six non-hypertensive (marked as N1 - N6 with
black cross), six hypertensive with decompensated right ventricle (RV) function (marked as
D1 - D6 with green cross), and one hypertensive with compensated RV function (marked
as C1 with blue cross) patients considered for this study in terms of the mean pulmonary
arterial pressure (PAP) and right atrial pressure (RAP).
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Figure 3.3: Ejection fraction of the six non-hypertensive (N1 - N6), six hypertensive with
decompensated right ventricle (RV) function (D1 - D6), and one hypertensive with compen-
sated RV function (C1) patients considered for this study.
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3.4.2 Mapping and Alignment
Fig. 3.4 shows the initial orientation (i.e., the orientation of the RVES after segmentation,
but prior to any alignment) of a representative set of six segmented and smoothed RVES
shapes at the ED phase, as well as the results of the mapping to spherical coordinates and
orientations of each RVES following the various parameterization and alignment methods
of each workflow (note that the pseudo-displacement alignment results are not shown since
this approach is the only method not routed in traditional registration, and therefore not
directly comparable in this manner to the other strategies). Note that the mapping results
are displayed through the color contours, such that the colors correspond to values of the
mapping variables (i.e., the spherical coordinates θ and φ) as shown in Fig. 3.4. In addition,
for the SPHARM workflow two additional trials were performed (labeled with “Updated”), in
which the orientations of the RVES were first manually adjusted according to the anatomical
references (i.e., the RVES were manually rotated to place the pulmonary valve, apex, septum,
and free wall in a similar posture throughout the population) and then the two SPHARM
alignment methods in combination with the parameterization algorithm were applied again.
Overall, the alignment results for the ICP algorithm within the DM-POD framework
appeared to orient all of the RVES such that the various anatomical regions that can be
identified (e.g., the pulmonary outflow track, the tricuspid valve, the apex, the free wall,
and the septum) were in consistently similar relative positions. The FOE and SHREC
algorithms from the SPHARM workflow oriented the majority of the RVES with a similar
amount of anatomical consistency in comparison to the ICP algorithm in the DM-POD
workflow. However, some of the registration results for the FOE and SHREC algorithms
were far less anatomically consistent compared to the ICP algorithm. For example, after
applying the FOE algorithm the free wall for patient N3 was facing outward rather than
to the right, as was the rest of the population, and the pulmonary valve for patient D5
was pointing outward rather than toward the top. Furthermore, after applying the SHREC
algorithm the orientations of nearly all of the anatomical features for patient N3 were in
significantly different positions compared to the rest of the population, but generally the
SHREC algorithm appeared to produce orientations that were anatomically similar more
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Figure 3.4: Initial orientation of a representative set of six segmented and smoothed right
ventricle endocardial surface (RVES) shapes at the end diastole (ED) phase of the cardiac
cycle, including two non-hypertensive patients (N3 & N5), three hypertensive with decom-
pensated right ventricle (RV) function patients (D1, D5, & D6), and one hypertensive with
compensated RV function patient (C1), as well as the results of the mapping to spherical
coordinates (color contours) and orientations of each RVES following the two step harmonic
mapping and the iterative closest point (ICP) alignment of the DM-POD workflow, and the
harmonic mapping followed by the control of area and length distortions (CALD) algorithm
and the first order ellipsoid (FOE) or the SHREC alignment of the SPHARM workflow. Ad-
ditionally, for the SPHARM workflow the two updated alignment trials are shown (labeled
with “Updated”), where the orientation of the RVES were manually adjusted according to
the anatomical references and then the two SPHARM alignment algorithms in combination
with the parameterization algorithm were applied again.
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consistently throughout the population than the FOE algorithm. This lack of anatomical
consistency for the FOE and SHREC algorithms is not necessarily unexpected though, since
the objective driving the registration process for those algorithms is based more on shape
features (i.e., the spherical harmonic expansion) than anatomical features, particularly the
FOE algorithm, in contrast to the entirely anatomical reference-based ICP algorithm used
in the DM-POD workflow. One additional reason for the inconsistency in the orientation
of the anatomical features in the results from the FOE and SHREC algorithms is that
both algorithms depend significantly upon the initial orientation of the surfaces. Thus, if
the surfaces are initially substantially different in the anatomical orientation they are more
likely to remain different in the anatomical orientation following FOE or SHREC alignment.
As such, the “Updated” FOE and SHREC results, in which the initial RVES orientation
was manually set to be more anatomically consistent across the population, show some
increase in the anatomical consistency across the population for the final oriented shapes.
For the Updated SHREC results all of the RVES could be considered to have similar relative
positioning of the anatomical features, yet, for the FOE results there were still some RVES
that had substantially different orientation in terms of the anatomical references (e.g., D5).
In general, the results for the spherical coordinate mapping (i.e., color contours) followed
a similar pattern to the results for the RVES orientation, particularly for the SPHARM
workflow techniques, which have a direct connection between the mapping and alignment
results in the processing steps. The DM-POD workflow produced mappings that assigned
values for the spherical coordinate to the various anatomical regions that were relatively
similar across the population, while the SPHARM workflow had some amount of anatomical
consistency, but showed substantially more variation in the spherical coordinate values for
the various anatomical regions for some members of the population.
To further understand the nature of the shape descriptions, Fig. 3.5 shows the expansion
of the representative set of RVES onto sets of spherical harmonic functions of varying basis
order, as used in the SPHARM workflow, in comparison to the complete (i.e., non-expanded)
description, as utilized in the DM-POD workflow. The first degree expansion is an ellipsoid,
and this is the component that is primarily used for the FOE alignment. As such, the
relatively large variation in the shape of this ellipsoid component can be understood as the
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Figure 3.5: A representative set of six segmented and smoothed right ventricle endocardial
surface (RVES) shapes at the end diastole (ED) phase of the cardiac cycle, including two
non-hypertensive patients (N3 & N5), three hypertensive with decompensated right ventri-
cle (RV) function patients (D1, D5, & D6), and one hypertensive with compensated RV
function patient (C1), manually rotated to be anatomically consistent, and the expansion
of each RVES onto a collection of spherical harmonic functions after parameterization (as
used within the SPHARM workflow), for spherical harmonic function bases of degree 1 (4
basis functions), degree 5 (36 basis functions), and degree 15 (256 basis functions) (with
orientation maintained consistently).
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core reason why the FOE alignment method produced substantial variations in the relative
orientation of the anatomical features of the RVES (shown in Fig. 3.4). Regarding the
representation, as would be expected, as the number of spherical harmonic basis functions
included in the representation increases, the number of details of the RVES preserved by
the representation also increases. What is more interesting is that a relatively large number
of spherical harmonic functions are required to clearly represent the RVES. At degree 5,
which equates to a total of 36 basis functions, the outline of the RVES begins to emerge,
but details of some structures such as the pulmonary valve region and the papillary muscles
along the free wall and septum are missing. Even at degree 15, which equates to a total
of 256 basis functions, the majority of the details of the original RVES are recovered, but
some fine-scale details can still be seen as missing in comparison to the original surfaces.
While this expansion onto the spherical harmonic function basis may result in what could
be considered as a loss of information, the expansion may alternately be viewed as a filtering
process to remove features that could be contaminated by noise.
3.4.3 Statistical Decomposition
POD (for the DM-POD workflow) and PCA (for the SPHARM workflow) were applied to
decompose the respective sets of parameterized and aligned RVES. However, note that while
both the ICP and pseudo-displacement results were decomposed with POD for the DM-POD
workflow, for brevity, the PCA decomposition in the SPHARM workflow was considered
only for the parameterization and alignment results of the Updated SHREC algorithm,
since the Updated SHREC results were the most similar to the ICP results for the DM-POD
workflow with regards to the anatomical orientations. Additionally, four different approaches
for using the available information within the cardiac cycle (i.e., phases) were considered:
(1) analyzing the RVES at the single ED phase for each patient, (2) analyzing the RVES
at the single ES phase, (3) analyzing the RVES at both the ED and ES phases, and (4)
analyzing the RVES at all nine available phases for each patient. As would be expected,
the pseudo-displacement method was only applied to approaches (3) and (4), in which the
pseudo-displacement functions were calculated with the RVES as ED as the reference phase.
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As an example of the appearance of the modal shapes that can be obtained from the
decomposition methods Fig. 3.6 shows representations of the 3D modal shapes obtained
by applying POD to the ICP results for the DM-POD workflow and applying PCA to the
SHREC results for the SPHARM workflow to analyze only the ED phase of all 13 patients.
More specifically, Fig. 3.6 shows the mean shape (i.e., the average shape of the RVES at ED
over the 13 patients) in comparison to the mean shape combined with the specified modal
shape multiplied by ±1 or 2 standard deviations of the corresponding modal coefficient value
across the set of 13 patients. Note that the modes produced by both workflows are ranked
by their relative contribution to the representation of the set of 13 patients, such that mode
1 has the largest contribution to the shape over the set of patients, followed by mode 2, and
so on. As can be seen, there were distinct differences between the modal shapes produced
by each approach within each framework. For example, mode 3 obtained from the DM-POD
workflow in Fig. 3.6 shows a concentrated shape variation directly below the outflow tract,
while mode 3 obtained from the SPHARM workflow has no such specific regional variation,
and there is actually no other mode within the set produced by the SPHARM workflow
that could be considered similar in appearance to mode 3 from the DM-POD workflow.
However, there is not necessarily any method to assess which modal shape set is preferred,
particularly since the physiological relevance of the modes is limited in that each is strictly
one statistical representation of the shape sets and subject to the mathematical constraints
of the decomposition, such as orthogonality.
Since there is limited physical interpretation of these statistically generated modal shapes,
it is often more useful to analyze how the various modes contribute to the representation
of the shape datasets to understand the relative compactness of the modal representations,
the information content within each mode, and how much variation there is in this shape
information across the datasets. To understand these modal contributions Fig. 3.7 shows the
cumulative modal energy for both the POD and PCA results for each of the four groupings
of the cardiac phase data. For the ith mode the cumulative modal energy was calculated as
Ci =
∑i
j=1 λj∑m
k=1 λk
, (3.14)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: The mean shape and plus or minus one and two standard deviations (±σi and
±2σi) of each of the first three modal coefficient values multiplied with the corresponding
mode shape and added to the mean shape for analysis of the dataset of 13 patient’s right
ventricle endocardial surface shapes at the end diastole phase in the cardiac cycle with (a) the
DM-POD workflow with ICP alignment and (b) the SPHARM workflow with the “Updated”
SHREC alignment.
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where λk is the eigenvalue obtained through the POD/PCA process corresponding to the k
th
mode and m is the total number of modes obtained by the decomposition. For all trials, the
cumulative energy curve for the modes obtained from the DM-POD approach can be seen
to be considerably steeper than the energy curve for modes obtained from the SPHARM
approach, both when analyzing the shape (ICP results) and the change in shape. Thus,
it can be inferred that with an equivalent number of modes the DM-POD results preserve
more information within the population (i.e., are a more compact representation) than the
SPHARM results. In other words, in order to retain the same amount of information the
SPHARM approach needs to utilize more modes than the DM-POD approach. However,
there was minimal variation in the energy distribution for different groupings of the car-
diac phase information or comparing the pseudo-displacement results to the ICP results in
the DM-POD workflow. Therefore, the results would indicate that the specific workflow
had substantially more influence on the compactness of the modal representations than the
particular cardiac phase grouping or the representation as shape change rather than shape.
3.4.4 Clustering
The last set of tests was intended to analyze the applicability and differences of the statistical
shape analysis methods towards the ultimate goal of identifying and classifying shape-based
patterns within patient sets. Therefore, the final set of tests considered the variations in the
modal shape components across the patient set for the various analysis methods and how
these modal components could potentially be used to separate the patient set into various
groupings (i.e., clusters).
First, a basic K-means clustering algorithm [26] was applied to group the 13 patients
within the set based on the modal coefficients extracted for each patient through the DM-
POD workflow with the ICP (shape) and pseudo-displacement (shape change) strategies and
the SPHARM workflow with the Updated SHREC (shape) technique for all four groupings
of the cardiac phases considered (as were also considered in Section 3.4.3). The number of
modes used to represent each patient (m) were selected such that at least 99% of the cumula-
tive energy was captured for the set respectively for each approach (based on the eigenvalue
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.7: The cumulative modal energy for the POD and ICA modes obtained for the
13-patient dataset from analysis of (a) the end diastole (ED) and end systole (ES) phases in
the cardiac cycle alone with the DM-POD workflow with ICP alignment and the SPHARM
workflow with the “Updated” SHREC alignment, (b) the ED and ES phases combined with
the DM-POD workflow with the pseudo-displacement (PD) alignment (subtracting the ED
phase from the ES phase), the DM-POD workflow with ICP alignment, and the SPHARM
workflow with the “Updated” SHREC alignment, and (c) all available phases with the DM-
POD workflow with the PD alignment (subtracting the ED phase from all other phases), the
DM-POD workflow with ICP alignment, and the SPHARM workflow with the “Updated”
SHREC alignment.
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analysis discussed previously), and each patient was then described for the clustering process
by a vector of the individual relative modal energy percentages (as was used in [95]), with
the components of this vector calculated as
Mi =
n∑
k=1
a2ki
N∑
j=1
n∑
p=1
a2pj
× 100%, for i = 1, 2, ...,m, (3.15)
where aki is the modal coefficient for the given patient corresponding to the i
th mode included
in the vector and the kth cardiac phase, N is the total number of modes obtained from the
decomposition process of the set of 13 individuals, and n is the number of phases in the
cardiac cycle used for the particular analysis case. To assess how the modal representations
would group the patient set, not only with respect to each other, but also in comparison
to the most basic clinical metrics that are used to classify RV function, the number of
groupings was arbitrarily set to two and the groupings were compared with the clinical
classification of “hypertensive” and “non-hypertensive” defined in Section 3.4.1. As such,
Fig. 3.8 shows the percentage of the patients that were grouped by the K-means clustering
with a majority of patients in the same classification (hypertensive or non-hypertensive) for
each of the analysis approaches considered. There was a substantial variation in the rate at
which the various workflows and analysis methods grouped the patients in agreement with
the hypertensive/non-hypertensive classification, and thus, substantial variation in the way
in which the methods grouped the patients in general. The DM-POD workflow analysis of
all cardiac phases with the ICP alignment showed the highest rate of agreement with the
clinical classification and the DM-POD workflow analysis of the ED and ES phases with
the pseudo-displacement alignment produced the lowest rate of agreement, yet on average
the results of the DM-POD workflow grouped the patients more consistently in agreement
with the clinical classification than the SPHARM workflow. The results could be further
interpreted to indicate that the shape of the ED phase and one more more of the intermediate
phases in the cardiac cycle is more strongly correlated with the state of hypertension, while
the shape of the ES phase is related to other aspects of RV function.
To explore the nature of the potential clustering capabilities of the statistical shape
analysis methods further hierarchical clustering tests were performed on the two analysis
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Figure 3.8: Percentage (i.e., Clustering Rate) of patients from the 13-patient dataset that
were grouped by K-means clustering (assuming two classes) with the majority of patients in
the same classification (hypertensive or non-hypertensive) based on the feature vector of the
individual relative modal energy percentages from the DM-POD workflow analysis with ICP
alignment of all available phases in the cardiac cycle, the end diastole (ED) phase alone, the
end systole (ES) phase alone, and the ED and ES phases combined, the DM-POD workflow
analysis with the pseudo-displacement (PD) alignment (subtracting the ED phase from all
other phases) of all available phases and the ED and ES phases combined, and SPHARM
workflow analysis with the “Updated” SHREC alignment of all available phases, the ED
phase alone, the ES phase alone, and the ED and ES phases combined.
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techniques (one from each workflow) that had the strongest agreement with the hyperten-
sion classification in the K-means clustering results: the DM-POD workflow analysis of all
cardiac phases with the ICP algorithm and the SPHARM workflow analysis of the ED phase
with the Updated SHREC algorithm. To also provide an alternate comparison of standard
clinically measurable RV function an additional feature vector was created for each patient
consisting of the pulmonary arterial pressure, the right atrial pressure, and the ejection frac-
tion, with all values normalized with respect to the largest respective value in the patient
set. Fig. 3.9 shows the clustering results after applying hierarchical clustering [26] to the
DM-POD and SPHARM relative modal energy feature vectors, as described above, as well
as the clinical pressure-volume feature vector, with the vertical lines in the figure indicat-
ing the relative distance in the feature space between the patient groups connected by the
horizontal lines. As would be expected, the clinical pressure-volume features clustered all
non-hypertensive patients in one group with a relatively large distance from this group to
the hypertensive patient group. However, it is interesting to observe that the patient with
compensated RV function was clustered considerably closer in the clinical feature space to
two of the patients with decompensated RV function than those three are to the rest of
the hypertensive patients with decompensated RV function and all of the hypertensive pa-
tients were clustered relatively far from each other in comparison to the non-hypertensive
patients, further highlighting the wide spectrum of patient hemodynamic states and the
complexity of the affects of PH on RV function. The results from the DM-POD workflow
led to clustering all of the non-hypertensive patients within one relatively compact group,
but also included two of the decompensated hypertensive patients in the same grouping,
while having a diverse spectrum, in a similar way as the clinical features, for the remaining
decompensated and compensated hypertensive patients. Alternatively, the results for the
SPHARM workflow are significantly more mixed in terms of the states of hypertensive, with
one relatively compact group comprised of three of the non-hypertensive individuals, four
of the decompensated hypertensive individuals, and the one compensated hypertensive in-
dividual, and a second grouping that was significantly more wide spread and included three
non-hypertensive individuals and two decompensated hypertensive individuals. However, it
is generally impossible to say whether one approach or another is a “better” indicator of
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(b) (c)
Figure 3.9: Hierarchical clustering results (relative distance between feature vectors in the
set) of the 13-patient dataset, including the 6 non-hypertensive individuals (N1 - N6), the
6 hypertensive with decompensated right ventricle (RV) function individuals (D1 - D6),
and the 1 hypertensive with compensated RV function individual (C1), for the (a) clinical
normalized pressure-volume feature vector, (b) individual relative modal energy percentage
feature vector from the results of the DM-POD workflow with ICP alignment analysis of all
available cardiac phases, and (c) individual relative modal energy percentage feature vector
from the results of the SPHARM workflow with the “Updated” SHREC alignment analysis
of only the end diastole cardiac phase.
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RV function, relating to PH or otherwise in this preliminary clustering analysis, but rather
the results are an indication that these analysis approaches relate differently to the state
of the RV (with pressure being one aspect of the state of the RV), and that there is value
in exploring the various strategies in the future to identify the workflow components and
the cardiac phase information that could potentially provide the necessary information to
classify functional changes throughout the course of a disease such as PH.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS
Two different statistical shape analysis workflows to assess human RV function were discussed
and analyzed, including an approach that directly applies POD to harmonically mapped
surfaces, and an approach that also harmonically maps the surfaces, but then projects the
surfaces onto spherical harmonic functions prior to further analysis. Each step of both work-
flows, including the surface representation, parameterization, registration, and statistical
decomposition, were elaborated upon, and the techniques were tested with a collection of
human RVES. The DM-POD workflow appeared to provide surface mappings and align-
ments that were more anatomically consistent than the SPHARM workflow with respect
to observable regions of the RV, such as the septum, free wall, pulmonary and tricuspid
valves, and the apex. Additionally, the two workflows were shown to extract shape-related
features that are distinctly different from one another, while the pattern analysis (shown
in terms of clustering) of the patient set is closely related to both the various aspects of
the workflows and the specific cardiac phase information utilized for the analysis. On aver-
age, the DM-POD workflow clustered the patient set in closer agreement with the standard
clinical hemodynamic metrics in comparison to the SPHARM workflow, while the ED and
other intermediate phases of the cardiac cycle produced shape features that were relatively
correlated with the state of hypertension, whereas the shape of the ES phase is related to
other aspects of RV function. Overall, both the DM-POD and SPHARM workflows where
shown to produce features that relate distinctly to the state of the RV, and the observa-
tions herein provide a foundation for future work to determine the specific statistical shape
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analysis techniques and cardiac phase components to provide the necessary information to
effectively classify functional changes in the human RV.
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4.0 AN IMPLEMENTATION OF INDEPENDENT COMPONENT
ANALYSIS FOR 3D STATISTICAL SHAPE ANALYSIS
4.1 ABSTRACT
An implementation of the independent component analysis (ICA) technique for three-dimensional
(3D) statistical shape analysis is presented. The ICA algorithm is developed based on an
existing ICA algorithm, FastICA, and is generally applicable to analyze multi-dimensional
and continuous functions. The capabilities of the ICA approach to uncover inherent shape
features are first demonstrated through analysis of sets of artificially generated surfaces,
and the nature of these features is compared to a more traditional proper orthogonal de-
composition (POD) technique. For the surfaces generated, the ICA approach is shown to
consistently extract surface features that closely resembled the original basis surfaces used to
generate the artificial dataset, while the POD approach produces features that clearly mix
the original basis. The details of an implementation of the ICA approach within a statistical
shape analysis framework are then presented. Results are shown for the ICA decomposition
of a collection of clinically obtained human right ventricle endocardial surfaces (RVES) seg-
mented from cardiac computed tomography imaging, and these results are again compared
with an analogous statistical shape analysis framework utilizing POD in lieu of ICA. The
ICA approach is shown to produce shape features for the RVES that capture more localized
variations in the shape across the set compared to the POD approach, and overall, the ICA
approach produces features that represent the RVES variation throughout the set in a con-
siderably different manner than the more traditional POD approach, providing a potentially
useful alternate to statistically analyze such a set of shapes.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION
Statistical shape analysis has been shown to provide a powerful means to efficiently represent
a large variety of shapes for various applications, and more importantly, has been shown to
be capable of providing shape-based features that can then be used to build effective metrics
for classification purposes [50, 82, 83, 41, 51, 64]. In general, the key components of statisti-
cal shape analysis frameworks for classification purposes involve building a correspondence
between the shapes in the given set, statistically decomposing the shape set into funda-
mental shape components, and then building features from the shape components that are
suitable to cluster the shape set into various groupings and/or build a classifier associated
with the application of interest. There have been a wide variety of techniques developed and
employed within statistical shape analysis frameworks depending on the specific features,
restrictions, and/or objectives of the particular applications. Furthermore, the statistical
shape analysis work to-date has been largely focused on developing the mathematical rep-
resentation of the shapes in a given set along with the preprocessing methods necessary
to build a correspondence between these shapes, including aspects of topological mapping,
shape alignment/registration, and parameterization, while much less consideration has been
given to the method of statistically decomposing the shape set once this correspondence
is set. The vast majority of statistical shape analysis work thus far has used some form
of principal component analysis (PCA) (interchangeably referred to as proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) or by other names depending upon the specific formulation and/or
application) to decompose the shape sets into fundamental components (i.e., modes or basis
functions). PCA can be viewed as providing the orthogonal basis of the specific order that
is optimal in the average sense for representing the given dataset. PCA has been shown to
be useful in several of the examples referenced above for leading to useful shape features,
and yet, PCA provides only one perspective to view the components of the shape set of
interest and is subject to the constraints of its formulation (e.g., orthogonality and average
L2 optimality), which may or may not be optimally suitable for the given application.
An alternative statistical decomposition technique known as independent component
analysis (ICA) was established in [52] that utilizes a considerably different approach com-
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pared with PCA. Generally, ICA seeks to uncover the inherent patterns in a given signal
dataset by identifying the fundamental components that can represent the dataset in a linear
combination and are maximally statistically independent from one another, and in further
contrast to PCA, has no requirement on the orthogonality of these modes [90, 48, 66, 16].
The derivation of ICA has been approached with several different concepts and tools, such
as information maximization [9], maximum likelihood estimation [68], and utilization of ar-
tificial neural networks [18]. Furthermore, ICA has been applied to extract independent
features in a diverse range of research fields, including image processing [8, 29], electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) signal analysis [38, 31], and audio signal processing [59], among others.
ICA has shown promising capabilities in terms of extracting substantially distinct features
and utilizing these features for further classification purposes compared with PCA, thus
leading to ICA being considered an alternative to PCA that may be preferable in some
instances depending upon the application. ICA and PCA have been directly compared in
several works, including applications in face recognition [42, 25] and EEG signal processing
[38, 31], with ICA being preferred in some instances and PCA in others.
ICA has seen minimal application in the area of statistical shape analysis to-date, with
the current contributions including [91, 87], which both sought to identify patterns related to
the shape variation of cardiac structures (e.g., left and right ventricles) with two-dimensional
cross-sectional analysis. Moreover, there has yet to be work considering three-dimensional
(3D) statistic shape analysis with ICA. A likely contributor to the lack of work integrat-
ing ICA into 3D statistical shape analysis is the lack of the necessary ICA formulation to
generally accommodate multi-dimensional and/or continuously distributed shapes (i.e., sig-
nals), with the applications thus far only considering uniformly distributed (i.e., sampled)
discretized signals.
This work presents a formulation of ICA that is generally applicable for analyzing multi-
dimensional continuous signals, that is appropriate for 3D statistical shape analysis. The
formulation presented is focused on one particular implementation of ICA known as Fas-
tICA [46, 49], but the extensions presented could potentially be applied to other existing
ICA methods as well. Sets of artificially generated shapes were analyzed to verify the ICA
algorithm and the results are presented and compared with a standard PCA (i.e., POD)
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algorithm. The ICA approach was then implemented within a statistical shape analysis
framework (as previously reported in [94]). The shape analysis framework with ICA was ap-
plied to analyze a clinically-obtained set of 3D right ventricle endocardial surfaces, and the
results are again presented in comparison to the shape analysis approach with POD as the
statistical decomposition strategy to show the substantial differences in the two techniques
and their outcomes as related to statistical shape analysis. Section 4.3 presents the details of
the ICA algorithm developed. Section 4.4 shows the analysis of artificially generated shapes
with both ICA and POD, and outlines the statistical shape analysis framework incorpo-
rating ICA along with the results of analyzing the clinically-obtained set of right ventricle
endocardial surfaces with both ICA and POD, which is followed by the concluding remarks
in Section 4.5.
4.3 ICA METHODS
The following formulation assumes that a given collection of n shapes to be analyzed have
already been parameterized and a correspondence has been built such that ~ui(~x) defines the
three-dimensional (3D) cartesian coordinates of the surface of the ith shape in terms of the
coordinates ~x in the common domain of the parameterization Ω, such that ~x ∈ Ω. The
fundamental assumption of ICA is that each shape function is a linear combination of m
hidden (latent) statistically independent basis functions (i.e., independent components) as
~ui(~x) =
m∑
j=1
aij~sj(~x), for i = 1, 2, ..., n, (4.1)
where {~sj(~x)}mj=1 is the set of m independent components and aij is the modal coefficient
corresponding to the ith shape and jth independent component. Assuming each shape is
arranged as a column vector, the entire collection of the vector-valued functions can be
defined as 
~uT1 (~x)
...
~uTn (~x)
 =

a11 · · · a1m
...
. . .
...
an1 · · · anm


~sT1 (~x)
...
~sTm(~x)
 , (4.2)
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or
[U ] = [A][S]. (4.3)
Therefore, to determine an estimate of the set of independent components, [S], it is only
necessary to estimate the left pseudoinverse of the mixing matrix, [W ] ≈ [A]−1, leading to
[S˜] = [W ][U ], (4.4)
where [S˜] is used to denote the set of estimated independent components.
4.3.1 ICA Algorithm
The first challenge of any ICA algorithm is to find an effective way of quantitatively mea-
suring statistical independence. Non-Gaussianity is commonly considered as an equivalent
means to measure the independence under the Central Limit Theorem [16, 48]. In brief, the
Central Limit Theorem states that the distribution of the summation of any independent
random variables tends towards a Gaussian distribution as the number of random variables
being summed goes to infinity. For example, the sum of two independent random variables
will be more “Gaussian” than the individual random variables. Therefore, if the estimated
independent components (Eqn. 4.4) are obtained under the condition of maximizing the
non-Gaussianity of each component, this would theoretically lead to maximizing the sep-
aration of the independent components. There have been several methods proposed for
quantitatively measuring non-Gaussianity based on various principles, including information
maximization [9] and maximum likelihood estimation [68], among others. Once the mea-
sure of non-Gaussianity is defined, an optimization-based approach is typically utilized to
obtain the independent components, with several algorithms having been developed for this
purpose, such as the FastICA [46], JADE [13], and Infomax [54] algorithms. The FastICA
algorithm is one of the most widely implemented approaches, and is therefore the approach
implemented herein for 3D shape analysis and the details of this algorithm are provided
in the following (additional details of the FastICA algorithm can be found in [48] and the
references therein.
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4.3.1.1 Centering and Whitening: The first step in the FastICA algorithm is to
preprocess the dataset through centering and whitening. In the centering step the mean
(i.e., expected value) is removed from the dataset, [U ]. Defining the three components of
the ith shape as ~ui(~x) = [pi(~x), qi(~x), ri(~x)]
T , the expected value of each 3D shape function
can be defined as
E [~ui(~x)] =
1
3A
∫
Ω
(pi(~x) + qi(~x) + ri(~x))d~x, (4.5)
where A is the area of the domain of the parameterization (i.e., A =
∫
Ω
d~x). Thus, each
centered 3D shape function can be calculated as
~uci(~x) = ~ui(~x)− [E [~ui(~x)] , E [~ui(~x)] , E [~ui(~x)]]T . (4.6)
The objective of the whitening step is to linearly transform the centered dataset, [U c],
so that each shape is uncorrelated with all other shapes in the transformed dataset and
the variance is equal to one. To perform the whitening a standard whitening transformation
algorithm, shown in [26], was implemented as follows. First, the components of the covariance
matrix are defined as
Σij =
1
A
∫
Ω
~uci(~x) · ~ucj(~x)d~x. (4.7)
Eigendecomposition is then applied to the covariance matrix to obtain the corresponding
set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors, defining [λ] as the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues and [C]
as the matrix of eigenvectors arranged columnwise. Finally, the set of whitened, centered
shape functions can be calculated as
[U˜ ] = [λ]−
1
2 [C]T [U c]. (4.8)
Commonly to reduce noise and dimensionality, which may also prevent overlearning in
ICA, only a subset of the whitened shape functions that correspond to the highest energy
components (i.e., those corresponding to the eigenvalues with the highest relative magnitude)
are retained for the following steps in the analysis [48]. One approach is to ensure that the
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subset (of size k) of shape functions retained has a cumulative energy percentage that exceeds
a chosen threshold, as in ∑k
i=1 λi∑n
j=1 λj
> threshold. (4.9)
4.3.1.2 Maximization of Non-Gaussianity: To then determine the independent
components for the centered and whitened functions the FastICA algorithm seeks solutions
to the following optimization problem to maximize the non-Gaussianity of the components
max
~wi
J(~wi), for i = 1, 2, ...,m, (4.10)
where
J(~wi) =
(
E
[
G([U˜ ]T ~wi)
]
− E[G(~v)]
)2
. (4.11)
As such, J(~wi) is defined as the measure of non-Gaussianity for the i
th independent
component as generated by ~wi, which are the approximations of the rows of the pseudoinverse
of the mixing matrix ([W ] in Eqn. 4.4). ~v is a three-dimensional column vector (to match
the dimension of the shape functions) of Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit
variance for each component and G() is a nonspecific non-quadratic function that contributes
to the measure of non-Gaussianity. Since the second term in Eqn. 4.11 is independent of
~wi, the maxima of J(~wi) will correspond to either the maxima or minima of the first term
in Eqn. 4.11, as in
max
~wi
J(~wi) = max
~wi
or min
~wi
E
[
G([U˜ ]T ~wi)
]
. (4.12)
Then, constraining the magnitude of ~wi to be unity and applying the necessary condition
for extrema of a function, a solution to the optimization problem can be obtained from
∂
~wi
(
E
[
G([U˜ ]T ~wi)
]
± λ (‖~wi‖2 − 1)) = ~0, (4.13)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier and ‖.‖ is the standard l2-norm. Through further manipu-
lation (see Appendix A for details) Eqn. 4.13 can be converted into
1
3A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ]g([U˜ ]T ~wi)d~x− β ~wi = ~0, (4.14)
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where
β =
1
3A
∫
Ω
~wTi [U˜ ]g([U˜ ]
T ~wi)d~x, (4.15)
and g(x) = dG(x)/dx. Examples of g(x) that have been used in the literature [47] include
g(x) = x3, (4.16)
g(x) = tanh(x), (4.17)
or
g(x) = x exp(−x
2
2
). (4.18)
Finally, Eqn. 4.14 can be solved approximately using Newton’s method by providing an
initial guess for the unknown vector ~wi (often randomly generated) and then iteratively
updating the solution vector as
~w+i = ~w
−
i − [Q(~w−i )]−1~b(~w−i ), (4.19)
where
~b(~w−i ) =
1
3A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ]g([U˜ ]T ~w−i )d~x− β ~w−i , (4.20)
~w−i is the previous iteration’s estimate for the solution vector and ~w
+
i is the updated estimate,
and the Jacobian matrix, [Q(~w−i )], is defined in detail in Appendix B. Substituting the ap-
proximation for the Jacobian shown in Appendix B, the update equation can be implemented
in a simplified form as
~w+i =
~z
‖~z‖ (4.21)
with
~z = E
[
g′([U˜ ]T ~w−i )
]
~w−i −
1
A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ]g([U˜ ]T ~w−i )d~x, (4.22)
where g′(x) = dg(x)/dx. Various standard measures of convergence can be implemented,
and for the present work, iteration was ended when the update of the vector ~wi reached a
prescribed tolerance, , as in
‖~w+i − ~w−i ‖ < . (4.23)
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Thus, this iterative procedure can be applied to approximate several different vectors {~wi}mi=1
to estimate the independent components as
~si(~x) = [U˜ ]
T ~wi. (4.24)
In addition, to ensure that unique vectors ~wi are obtained for all m independent components
(i.e., ~wi 6= ~wj for i 6= j), a Gram-Schmidt technique [56] can be applied to further update
the estimates at each Newton iteration as
~w++i = ~w
+
i −
i−1∑
j=1
(
~w+Ti ~wj
)
~wj, for i = 2, ...,m. (4.25)
Lastly, there are several approaches that have been employed to determine the number of
independent components to generate, with the approach used herein being to simply generate
an equivalent number of components to the size of the data subset retained after whitening
[47, 66].
4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two sets of example analyses are presented to display the capabilities of the proposed ap-
proach for applying ICA to shape analysis. The first example set shows the analysis of
collections of shapes that were artificially created through randomly generated combinations
of pre-defined basis functions. This first set was intended to assess, and specifically verify
the capabilities of the ICA algorithm to recover inherent features, which was highlighted by
comparing the ICA results with those produced by an alternate statistical decomposition
approach, POD [96]. For the second example set, the ICA algorithm was incorporated (as
is outlined in Section 4.3) into a statistical shape analysis framework and applied to analyze
a clinically-obtained set of human right ventricle endocardial surface (RVES) shapes. The
results of the statistical shape analysis with ICA were again compared with results from the
analogous framework with POD used as the method of decomposition. The primary objec-
tive of this RVES analysis was to display the nature of the results that could potentially be
obtained from 3D statistical shape analysis with ICA in a clinical context, and in particular,
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to assess the potential differences between this approach with ICA and the more common
PCA/POD approach.
4.4.1 Decomposition of Artificially Generated Surfaces
Two sets of randomly generated surfaces were created for the verification testing process,
in both cases, by defining each of the three components of the artificial shapes as a linear
combination of three preselected periodic basis functions over a rectangular domain with
randomly generated amplitude coefficients. The rectangular domain was chosen to match
the domain of the topological mapping used in the following clinical example, such that:
x ∈ [0, 2pi] and y ∈ [0, pi]. All of the amplitude coefficients were randomly generated using
a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. The first set of basis functions were selected to
only vary in the x−coordinate of the domain, and were arbitrarily defined as two sinusoidal
functions and a sawtooth function as (shown in Figs. 4.1a-c)
f1(x, y) = sin(8x), (4.26)
f2(x, y) = sin(
80
7
x), (4.27)
and
f3(x, y) =

x− 0.9, for x ∈ [0, 1.8]
x− 2.7, for x ∈ (1.8, 3.6]
x− 4.5, for x ∈ (3.6, 5.4]
x− 6.3, for x ∈ (5.4, 2pi]
(4.28)
Alternatively, the second set of basis functions were selected to be more complex than the
first, with variation in both dimensions of the domain, and defined as two sinusoidal functions
along with a periodic square function as (shown in Figs. 4.2a-c)
f1(x, y) = sin(8x) cos(4y), (4.29)
f2(x, y) = sin(
80
7
y) cos(
35
6
x), (4.30)
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and
f3(x, y) = a · b, with

a = 1, for x ∈ [k − 1, k)
a = −1, for x ∈ [k, k + 1)
b = 1, for y ∈ [k − 1, k)
b = −1, for y ∈ [k, k + 1)
and k = 1, 3, 5, 7
. (4.31)
Datasets of three different sizes were generated randomly and tested using both basis func-
tion sets: n = 3, n = 6, and n = 12. In addition, for applying ICA, each of the three
different g functions shown above (Eqns. 4.16-4.18) were applied in turn to obtain indepen-
dent components. In all cases, the first three highest energy POD modes were retained for
comparisons, while for ICA the first three data samples contained over 99% of the total en-
ergy (as defined in Eqn. 4.9) after whitening in all trials, and therefore, these three samples
were used to generate three independent components for comparisons.
Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show the three basis functions and representative examples of the
first component of three randomly generated surfaces, the corresponding modes obtained
by applying POD to the dataset, and the corresponding independent components obtained
by applying ICA to the dataset for the two basis function sets, respectively, for the case of
dataset size n = 3 and ICA function g = x3. Overall, the modes obtained from POD can be
observed to be considerably different than the independent components obtained from ICA
for the cases shown, and which was indicative of the remaining (unshown) cases. Of particular
significance is that other than exhibiting orthogonality, in all cases there was little that could
be observed from the POD modes that would be considered significant, particularly relating
to the the POD mode shapes in comparison to the basis used to generate the datasets.
Although the core observation remains the same, these POD mode shapes also changed
somewhat with each different dataset size tested, and in all cases the POD modes could
be intuitively assessed as nothing more than mixtures of the surfaces used to generate the
datasets. Alternatively, the ICA component results were consistent in appearance with every
test case, including the different dataset sizes and g functions used for the implementation.
Moreover, the ICA components were clearly representative of the corresponding original
basis, with each of the three components having an obvious match in the set of the three
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 4.1: (a) - (c) The three basis functions selected to artificially generate shapes, (d)
- (f) three representative examples of one component of the artificially generated shapes,
(g) - (i) the first component of the three modes produced by applying proper orthogonal
decomposition, and (j) - (l) the first component of the three modes produced by independent
component analysis for the first example of artificially generated shapes with dataset size
n = 3 and ICA function g = x3.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
(j) (k) (l)
Figure 4.2: (a) - (c) The three basis functions selected to artificially generate shapes, (d)
- (f) three representative examples of one component of the artificially generated shapes,
(g) - (i) the first component of the three modes produced by applying proper orthogonal
decomposition, and (j) - (l) the first component of the three modes produced by independent
component analysis for the second example of artificially generated shapes with dataset size
n = 3 and ICA function g = x3.
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basis functions used to generate the data, extracting both the relative differences in period
of the sinusoidal basis functions and the relative differences in structure of the sawtooth
and square function for each set of trials. While it is not possible to say how this outcome
relates to pattern recognition capabilities in general, it is still significant that ICA was able
to extract features from the datasets that were substantially closer to the inherent (built-in)
features in the datasets in comparison to the POD approach for these specific examples (i.e.,
for datasets with inherent features that are not necessarily orthogonal to one another and/or
related to the maximum variance in the data), without any additional information about
the nature of the dataset and only a change in the fundamental assumption/constraints of
the decomposition algorithm.
4.4.2 Decomposition of Human Right Ventricle Endocardial Surfaces
The human right ventricle (RV) is a well-suited application for statistical shape analysis,
as it is well known to show significant shape changes due to pathology, such as pulmonary
hypertension [81, 80, 79]. Moreover, the human RV has already been studied in several
recent works using 3D statistical shape analysis frameworks that rely on PCA/POD for
decomposition [94, 104, 60]. The following outlines one such 3D statistical shape analysis
framework that was utilized herein, including the method by which ICA was incorporated
to replace POD, which is then followed by analysis of a clinical dataset of human RVES.
4.4.2.1 Statistical Shape Analysis Framework: The five key steps to the statistical
shape analysis approach applied herein are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.3 and include
the following:
(a) - Segment the image stacks to obtain 3D closed surfaces describing each patient’s RVES
throughout a complete cardiac cycle.
(b) - Smooth the 3D closed surfaces and convert the surfaces into 3D meshes suitable for
numerical analysis.
(c) - Topologically map each RVES to a unified (i.e., comparable) reference state using
harmonic mapping.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the statistical shape analysis framework, including (a) segmenta-
tion of the image stacks, (b) smoothing and mesh generation, (c) topological mapping, (d)
registration, and (e) statistical decomposition.
(d) - Register the set of RVES shapes to remove any unwanted effects of relative size, orien-
tation, and/or position within the set.
(e) - Apply statistical decomposition (either POD or ICA) to the set of registered RVES to
extract and rank a set of shape features (i.e., modes/components and corresponding
amplitude coefficients for each patient).
Manual segmentation of the RVES was used for the present work to ensure that the most
anatomically accurate representations of the ventricle shape were segmented within the con-
straints of the image quality. Similarly, the endocardial surface was chosen specifically due
to the relatively high imaging contrast between the wall tissue and blood. The segmen-
tation was overseen and verified by a trained cardiologist (M. A. Simon), who has over
ten years of experience in advanced heart failure, PH, and in particular, experience in the
imaging of the RV. The boundary of the RVES was identified in each slice in the image
stacks, the slices where interpolated, and then smoothed using a standard recursive and
discrete Gaussian filter within the commercial medical image processing software Simple-
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ware 1 to produce each 3D, closed, non-overlapping, continuous, linearly interpolated, mesh-
based representation of RVES shape. A two-step harmonic topological mapping approach
was applied to map each RVES to the surface of a unit sphere so that the entire set of
RVES shapes could be quantitatively described over a common domain with 3D vectors as
{~uk(x, y)}nk=1 , for x ∈ [0, 2pi], y ∈ [0, pi]. See [97] for additional details of the topological
mapping technique and its implementation for the set of RVES. Lastly (prior to decomposi-
tion), the set of RVES were registered using an iterative closest point (ICP) rigid registration
algorithm [27]. For the registration process a scaling, rotation, and translation operator were
determined for each patient individually, and then those operators were applied to the RVES
at each timeframe in the cardiac cycle for the corresponding patient. The scaling operator
was determined so that each patient’s RVES at end diastole had the same internal cavity
volume. Then the ICP algorithm was applied to determine the rotation and translation
operators so that the distance between each patient’s RVES at end diastole was minimized
with respect to one another.
4.4.2.2 Clinical Cardiac Dataset: The analysis described above was applied to a
clinically obtained set of ECG-gated multislice cardiac CT images corresponding to 13 sep-
arate patients in varying states of hypertension from a study on regional RV structural
and functional adaptation to PH as previously reported in [80]. All patients were scanned
within 2 days of invasive hemodynamic measurements on either a GE Lightspeed 16-slice
scanner or a GE VCT 64-slice scanner 2. Scan parameters were as follows: kV 120; mA
approximately 400 without ECG-dose modulation; rotation time 350msec; pitch dependent
on heart rate; 1.25mm slice thickness (for 16 detector scanner); kV 120, mA approximately
500 with ECG-dose modulation adjusted to peak at 65-80% R-R interval; rotation time
350msec; pitch dependent on heart rate; 0.625mm slice thickness (for 64 detector scanner).
3D RVES shapes were obtained as described above at 9 unique timeframes (approximately
evenly spaced) throughout a single cardiac cycle for each of the 13 patients to produce 117
unique shapes for statistical shape analysis (i.e., n = 117).
1www.simpleware.com
2(General Electric Healthcare; Milwaukee, WI, USA)
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Figure 4.4: The cumulative mode/component energy for the results of the right ventricle
endocardial surface analyses with proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and independent
component analysis (ICA), where g1 refers to g(x) = x3, g2 refers to g(x) = tanh(x), and
g3 refers to g(x) = x exp(−x2
2
) as applies to the ICA algorithm presented.
4.4.2.3 Right Ventricle Endocardial Surface Decomposition Results: Both the
POD and ICA approaches were implemented to decompose the collection of 117 RVES
shapes within the statistical shape analysis workflow described. For the ICA approach,
again all three different g functions shown in Eqns. 4.16-4.18 were applied in turn to obtain
independent components. Furthermore, for all three cases of ICA only the minimum number
of shapes that contained over 99% of the total energy (as described in Eqn. 4.9) were retained
after whitening for generating the equivalent number of independent components.
To assess the relative significance of the individual modes/components produced by the
decompositions with respect to reconstructing the RVES shapes, Fig. 4.4 shows the cumu-
lative mode/component energy for the results of POD and the three ICA analyses with the
modes ranked from highest to lowest individual contribution to the cumulative reconstruc-
tion energy. For this case, the energy of the jth mode/component for reconstruction was
defined as
Energyj =
∑n
i=1 a
2
ij∑n
k=1
∑m
l=1 a
2
kl
, (4.32)
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where aij is the j
th modal/component coefficient to reconstruct the ith RVES shape. While
there are some differences in this energy distribution across the independent components
depending upon the g function used in the analysis, overall, the POD modes had a signif-
icantly higher concentration of energy in the first several modes in comparison to the ICA
components, which more evenly distributed the component energy over the set. Specifically,
the first four POD modes exceeded 90% of the cumulative energy, whereas ICA required
six components to exceed 90% cumulative energy for the first two g functions and seven
components for the third g function. An interpretation of the energy distributions could be
that fewer POD modes would be required to accurately reconstruct the shapes in the set in
comparison to the ICA components, or in other words the POD modes provide a relatively
more compact statistical model.
In order to further explore the nature of the RVES shape decompositions, Fig. 4.5 shows
graphical representations of the first five modes/components obtained by the POD algo-
rithm and the ICA algorithm with g(x) = x3. Note that the component appearances and
coefficient values had a similar level of variation between the ICA runs as shown for the
energy distributions above, but the key conclusions in the comparison to the POD results
remained consistent, and so for brevity only the one set of ICA results are shown. More
specifically, Fig. 4.5 shows the mean shape computed from the dataset of 117 RVES along
with plus or minus two standard deviations of each of the five modal/component coeffi-
cients multiplied with the corresponding mode/component shape and added to the mean
shape (i.e., ~µ(x, y)±σj~sj(x, y)), while the color contours represent the respective magnitude
of the modal/component coefficients multiplied with the corresponding mode/component
shape (i.e., ‖σj~sj(x, y)‖) normalized with respect to the maximum value (i.e., the magni-
tude of shape change introduced by each mode/component). While there is little obvious
clinically-relevant anatomical significance that can be inferred from observation of either set
of modes/components at this stage of research, there is certainly significant physical differ-
ences in the modes that were obtained by POD compared to the components produced by
ICA. For instance, the first POD mode appears to exhibit a relatively broad change in shape
somewhat concentrated in the area of the tricuspid valve, while there is no ICA component
that is particularly similar to this behavior, and the first ICA component appears to exhibit
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Mean 
ICA 
−𝟐𝝈𝒊 +𝟐𝝈𝒊 −𝟐𝝈𝒊 +𝟐𝝈𝒊 
Mode1 
Mode2 
Mode3 
Mode4 
Mode5 
Mode6 
0 
1 
𝝁(𝒙,𝒚) 
Figure 4.5: The mean shape for the right ventricle endocardial surface dataset and plus or
minus two standard deviations of each of the first five modal/component coefficients multi-
plied with the corresponding mode/component shape and added to the mean shape (+2σ
and −2σ, respectively) for both the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA) results with g(x) = x3 (the color contours represent the
relative magnitude of the modal/component coefficients multiplied with the corresponding
mode/component shape.
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a substantially more concentrated shape variation between the tricuspid valve and the pul-
monary valve. Overall, these highest-energy POD modes appear to capture shape variations
that are more broadly and smoothly distributed over the RVES in comparison to the more
concentrated (often with multiple areas of concentration) local shape variations captured by
the ICA components. Again, note that for different g functions the appearance of the ICA
components had some degree of variation. However, there were certain components that
were clearly common amongst the runs with the three different g functions, and in practice,
a multi run ICA approach (as shown in [66]) could be a logical next step for determining the
“final” set of independent components for further analysis.
Lastly, analysis was performed to understand how the POD and ICA modes/components
differently differentiate the patients in the dataset, as could be significant in a potential clas-
sification application. As such, two different methods were considered for defining features
for the patients within the dataset based upon measures of the modal/coefficient energies
(similar to those shown in [94]), and their respective distributions were examined. For
brevity, results are again only shown for the ICA algorithm with g(x) = x3 in comparison
to POD. For the first test, the first three highest energy modes/components (i.e., those with
the largest contribution to the RVES shapes over the entire patient set) were chosen and a
feature vector (~q) was defined for each of the 13 patients separately such that the components
were each of the three modes’ coefficients over the cardiac cycle for a given patient (i.e., all
nine coefficients for the corresponding mode) squared and summed as
~q =
( 9∑
k=1
a2k1
) 1
2
,
(
9∑
k=1
a2k2
) 1
2
,
(
9∑
k=1
a2k3
) 1
2
T , (4.33)
Fig. 4.6 shows the distribution of the components of this ~q feature vector for the 13 patients
considered herein using both the POD modes and ICA components, as well as the respective
groupings that could be formed by applying K-means clustering to the feature vector to
group the patient set into two groups (two groups having been arbitrarily chosen for the
sake of illustration). There are clear differences between the representation of the patient set
when using ICA in comparison to POD in terms of the overall distributions of the feature
vectors, and more importantly, producing significantly different clustering outcomes for the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.6: The distributions of the components of the modal/component energy feature
vector (~q) defined in Eqn. 4.33 and the two groupings (circled) of the 13 patient set obtained
from applying K-means clustering for the results of the right ventricle endocardial surface
analyses with (a) independent component analysis (ICA) with g(x) = x3 and (b) proper
orthogonal decomposition (POD).
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patients. Most obviously, the POD features clustered the data far more inequitably by
number of patients (one grouping of 11 and the other of 2 patients) compared to the ICA
features (one grouping of 8 and the other of 5 patients). In particular, the ICA features
distributed patients 1 and 2 in the same group as patients 3, 10, and 12, while those two
sets of patients are particularly far apart in the space of the POD features. Alternatively,
for the second test, the modal/component energy for each mode was calculated separately
for each individual patient as
9∑
k=1
a2ki
m∑
j=1
9∑
k=1
a2kj
× 100%, for i = 1, 2, ...,m, (4.34)
Fig. 4.7 shows this relative individual modal energy for the first five highest energy modes
over the cardiac cycle corresponding to each individual in the 13 patient set. Note that
the mode numbering in the plot is still based on the energy of all patients combined, which
is consistent with the numbering used in all of the previous results presented herein. As
before, substantial differences can be observed in how these POD modal energies are dis-
tributed in comparison to the ICA component energies for the same patient set. While
for both approaches the first (overall) mode/component was most significant for almost all
of the 13 patients individually, the overall dominance of this first mode was substantially
greater for the POD case in comparison with the ICA case, and as expected, the overall
individual energy distributions were more dispersed over multiple modes for the ICA results.
In addition, in terms of comparisons between patients in the set, the POD results display
a significant relative similarity between patients 1 − 7 in terms of the relative individual
energy distributions, whereas the ICA results would imply that patients 1 − 3 are signifi-
cantly different from the rest of the patient set while patients 4− 7 and 9 are more similar
in terms of these shape-based features. In general, based on all of these preliminary results
for the RVES analysis the two approaches to decompose the cardiac shape information can
be seen to quite differently define the variations in function of the human RV, particularly
for this set of patients that would be expected to have noticeable differences related to the
varying hemodynamic states. This is a particularly nontrivial outcome when considering
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Relative individual modal/component contribution (energy percentage) for the
first five highest energy modes/components over the cardiac cycle for each of the 13 patients
from the results of the right ventricle endocardial surface analyses with (a) independent
component analysis (ICA) and (b) proper orthogonal decomposition (POD).
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the need in many clinical applications to identify new features relating to pathology such as
PH, that is well known to change RV function, but no clear feature has emerged leading to
better understanding of these changes and/or to build clinically-applicable diagnostic tools
for accurate prediction of patient outcomes. Moreover, while work has shown that statistical
shape analysis with POD has potential to identify what are yet to be understood changes in
RV function due to PH [94], the results herein provide evidence in the value of considering
both POD and ICA for the decomposition process to provide substantially different metrics
relating to the changes in heart function due to pathology, as research in this area moves
forward and as more patient information becomes available.
4.5 CONCLUSIONS
An approach was presented to extend the FastICA algorithm for applications to multi-
dimensional continuous functions, particularly relating to incorporation within statistical
shape analysis frameworks. The capabilities of this ICA approach were shown through two
sets of example analyses, a set of artificially generated shapes and a set of clinically obtained
human RVES, and both analysis sets were compared to the same analysis procedure, but
with the ICA portion replaced with the more traditional POD/PCA approach. The analysis
of the artificially generated shape sets showed that for certain signal types (such as signals of
the type considered herein), the ICA approach may be better suited for extracting inherent
shape features in comparison with the POD approach. Similarly, when applied to analyze
the set of human RVES, the ICA approach was shown to extract considerably different
shape components than the POD approach, particularly in terms of the localizations. More
significantly, the shape components produced by ICA were shown to provide features that
can lead to substantially different representations of the RVES set in comparison to the
analogous features produced by POD. By providing an alternate means to represent changes
in the function of a biological structure throughout a clinical dataset, such as that considered
here, the ICA approach is expected to provide a worthwhile alternate for consideration in
applications of statistical shape analysis in medicine, among other potential applications.
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5.0 CURRENT CAPABILITIES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A statistical shape analysis framework has been developed and verified to perform quantita-
tive analysis and statistical decomposition of sets of 3D genus-0 shapes. The analysis proce-
dure consists in a two-step surface parameterisation technique, two alignment/registration
algorithm (i.e., pseudo-displacement and iterative closest point), followed by two statistical
decomposition methods – proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) or independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA).
The framework is capable of recovering shape features for classifying shape clusters with
the inherent patterns, and is proven to be particularly well suited for applications in medical
image analysis. With the implementation on the human right ventricle, the framework is
shown to be anatomically consistent, allows direct comparison across populations of indi-
viduals, and potentially provides new metrics to improve the diagnosis and understanding
of a specific cardiovascular disease known as pulmonary hypertension (PH). Particularly
in comparison to traditional clinical metrics, the newly obtained metrics are shown to be
consistent and converging towards intrinsically physiological components for the heart, and
may potentially produce a novel means for classifying the progressive change in RV function
caused by PH.
In comparison with an existing statistical shape analysis method – the spherical harmonic
method (SPHARM) for human right ventricular functional behavior assessment, the metrics
derived from the developed framework produces more accurate hypertension classification
results. Above all, the built framework provides a means to better understand RV function
and functional changes in the RV due to PH with the long-term potential capability to
produce clinical tools to assist in predicting patient outcomes and/or the effects of therapies.
Moreover, the approach has near-universal applicability to analyze many other pathological
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conditions as they are related to changes in the shape of biological structures that can be
measured from various medical imaging modalities.
However, certain extensions need to be made in order for the framework to be clini-
cally applicable in general. The computational framework can be upgraded to be completely
automatic or semi-automatic by incorporating automation of segmentation and feature ex-
traction, and therefore universally applicable to analyze a broader range of organ-level shapes
by incorporating sophisticated methods for parameterization and registration. As such, the
automated framework could be used to carry on shape and kinematics analysis of RV or other
biological structures with much larger medical image datasets. Furthermore, the framework
could be used to analyze the evolution of certain biological diseases with sufficient longitudi-
nal medical imaging data. One possible implementation is to study the evolution of cancer,
as well as to assess the treatment response in different cancers based on geometric features.
Since one significant feature of cancer is that it grows quickly in a relatively short amount
of time. The derived statistically significant features could potentially lead to novel criteria
to quantitatively evaluate biological function and assess disease-related deterioration and
treatment effects.
A more comprehensive biological structure model could be established to better simulate
the in vivo physical activity. Instead of addressing the diagnostic challenges from individual
perspective, the comprehensive model will interact with other available information from
various up-to-date disciplines, which could include mechanical behaviors and material prop-
erties. One possible research direction is to couple all the available information together.
Since the geometry of biological structures can be obtained from the developed method,
it will be convenient to map the mechanical behavior and material property to the corre-
sponding location. Compared with the existing method, the model would quite likely lead
to a more accurate understanding of the biological functions. Another potential research
direction is to use the derived geometric features as a validation method to evaluate the
performance of other existing methods. The geometric method can be considered as a gold
standard, since it is based solely on the in vivo information directly from medical imaging.
With improved understanding, more accurate results could be obtained to better diagnose
diseases and ultimately may lead to the development of novel and effective treatments.
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APPENDIX A
INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS - DERIVATION OF
NON-GAUSSIANITY MAXIMIZATION
Recall that the implementation of the necessary condition for extrema of a function to
maximize the non-Gaussianity of the independent components (Eqn. 4.13 in Section 4.3.1.2)
requires the calculation of the following gradient
∂
∂ ~wi
(
E
[(
G(~wTi [U˜ ])
)T]
± λ (‖~wi‖2 − 1)) = ~0. (A.1)
Differentiating, applying the definition of the expected value (Eqn. 4.5), and simplifying,
the gradient can be rewritten as
1
3A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ]g([U˜ ]T ~wi)d~x± 2λ~wi = ~0, (A.2)
An arbitrary constant β can then be defined such that −β = ±2λ, and the gradient equation
becomes
1
3A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ]g([U˜ ]T ~wi)d~x− β ~wi = ~0, (A.3)
Lastly, β can be explicitly calculated by taking the dot product of the gradient equation
with ~wi to produce
1
3A
∫
Ω
~wTi [U˜ ]g([U˜ ]
T ~wi)d~x− β ~wTi ~wi = 0, (A.4)
and noting that ~wi is constrained to be a unit vector, β can be calculated as
β =
1
3A
∫
Ω
~wTi [U˜ ]g([U˜ ]
T ~wi)d~x, (A.5)
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APPENDIX B
INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS - CALCULATION OF
JACOBIAN MATRIX
As is standard, the Jacobian matrix ([Q(~w)]) necessary for the Newton iterations outlined
in Section 4.3.1.2 is defined as the gradient of the residual vector (Eqn. 4.20) with respect
to the vector to be updated for the approximation (~w) as
[Q(~w)] =
∂
∂ ~w
(
1
3A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ]g([U˜ ]T ~w)d~x− β ~w
)
. (B.1)
The definition of the Jacobian matrix can be expanded and shown in indicial form as
Qjk =
1
3A
∫
Ω
[
3∑
l=1
g′
(
n∑
i=1
U˜ilwi
)
U˜jlU˜kl
]
d~x− βδjk, (B.2)
where g′(x) = dg(x)/dx and δjk is the standard Kronecker delta. Then, by assuming that
the g′ terms are all reasonably approximated by the constant mean of the three components
over the integral domain (and returning to the matrix-vector form), the Jacobian matrix can
be approximated with the simplified form
[Q(~w)] = E
[
g′([U˜ ]T ~w)
]( 1
3A
∫
Ω
[U˜ ][U˜ ]Td~x
)
− β[I], (B.3)
and since the data ([U˜ ]) has already been whitened based on Eqn. 4.7, the Jacobian matrix
can be simplified even further to
[Q(~w)] =
(
1
3
E
[
g′([U˜ ]T ~w)
]
− β
)
[I], (B.4)
where [I] is the n× n identity matrix.
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APPENDIX C
PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION FOR VECTOR-VALUED
FUNCTIONS
C.1 OBJECTIVE
Apply the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method to derive the fundamental shape
features of a collection of three-dimensional closed surfaces. Each surface is represented by
a three-dimensional displacement function:
~u(~x) = [u1(x1, x2, x3), u2(x1, x2, x3), u3(x1, x2, x3)]
T , (C.1)
which defines the deformation of the surface of a unit sphere into the given shape.
C.2 METHODS
The main intention of using POD for this work is to obtain the fundamental shape fea-
tures by defining these features as those that form the optimal basis of shapes (i.e. closed
surfaces) to represent a previously obtained collection (i.e. set of snapshots) of n surfaces
{~uk(~x)}nk=1 ∈ V (S1), where the vector spaces are defined as V (S1) = {~u(~x) : ui(~x) ∈ L2 for
i = 1, 2, 3, ~x ∈ S1} and S1 = {~x ∈ R3 :
√
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 = 1} (i.e. the unit sphere domain),
and L2 is the standard definition for the Hilbert space. This optimal basis is defined as that
which minimizes the average of the norm of the difference between each snapshot and the
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best approximation of the basis to the snapshot, which leads to the following optimization
problem:
min
{~vi(θ,φ)}mi=1∈V (S1)
〈‖~uk(θ, φ)− ~u∗k(θ, φ)‖2L2〉, (C.2)
where {~φi(~x)}mi=1 is the set of m basis functions (i.e., POD modes), ~uk(~x) is the kth snapshot
surface function, ~u∗k(~x) is the best approximation of the basis to the k
th snapshot, and the
norm and averaging operators are defined respectively as: ‖~u(~x)‖ = (~u(~x), ~u(~x))1/2, with
(~u(~x), ~v(~x)) =
∫
S1
~u(~x) · ~v(~x)d~x and 〈uk〉 = 1n
∑n
k=1 uk .
For an orthogonal basis the best approximation to a snapshot can be found by the
projection of that snapshot onto the basis, which is defined as:
~u∗k(~x) =
m∑
i=1
(~φi(~x), ~uk(~x))
‖~φi(~x)‖2
~φi(~x). (C.3)
The optimization problem can be manipulated with the following steps:
〈‖~uk(θ, φ)− ~u∗k(θ, φ)‖2〉 = 〈‖~uk(θ, φ)‖2 − 2(~uk(θ, φ), ~u∗k(θ, φ)) + ‖~u∗k(θ, φ)‖2〉
= 〈‖~uk(θ, φ)‖2 − 2
m∑
i=1
(~φi(~x), ~uk(~x))
‖~φi(~x)‖2
(~φi(~x), ~uk(~x)) +
m∑
i=1
(~φi(~x), ~uk(~x))
2
‖~φi(~x)‖2
〉. (C.4)
Therefore
min
{~vi(θ,φ)}mi=1∈V (S1)
〈‖~uk(θ, φ)− ~u∗k(θ, φ)‖2〉 = min{~vi(θ,φ)}mi=1∈V (S1)
〈‖~uk(θ, φ)‖2 −
m∑
i=1
(~φi(~x), ~uk(~x))
2
‖~φi(~x)‖2
〉.
(C.5)
Then, minimizing for each i individually, neglecting the term ‖~uk(~x)‖2 as it is independent
of the basis functions, and forcing the basis to be orthonormal using a Lagrange multiplier
the minimization problem can be converted into the following maximization problem:
max
{~vi(θ,φ)}mi=1∈V (S1)
J(~φi(~x)), (C.6)
where
J(~φi(~x)) = 〈(~uk(~x), ~φi(~x))2〉 − λ(‖~φi(~x)‖2 − 1). (C.7)
The necessary condition for extrema of a functional (Gateaux derivative) can also be
applied as:
lim
ε→0
d
dε
J(~φi(~x) + ε~Ψ(~x)) = 0, ∀~Ψ(~x) ∈ V (S1), (C.8)
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and the equations processed further to convert the optimization problem into a continuous
eigenvalue problem as:
J(~φi(~x) + ε~Ψ(~x)) =
1
n
n∑
k=1
[(~uk(~x), ~φi(~x)) + ε(~uk(~x), ~Ψ(~x))]
2 − · · ·
· · ·λ(‖~φi(~x)‖2 + 2ε(~φi(~x), ~Ψ(~x)) + ε2‖~Ψ(~x)‖2)− λ. (C.9)
and
[
d
dε
J(~φi(~x) + ε~Ψ(~x))]ε=0 =
1
n
n∑
k=1
[(~uk(~x), ~φi(~x))(~uk(~x), ~Ψ(~x))]− λ(~φi(~x), ~Ψ(~x))
=
1
n
n∑
k=1
[
∫
S1
~uk(~x) · ~φi(~x)d~x
∫
S1
~uk(~ξ) · ~Ψ(~ξ)d~ξ − λ
∫
S1
~φi(~ξ) · ~Ψ(~ξ)d~ξ (C.10)
Therefore, ∫
S1
~Ψ(~ξ) · [ 1
n
n∑
k=1
~uk(~ξ)
∫
S1
~uk(~x) · ~φi(~ξ)]d~ξ = 0 ∀ ~Ψ(~x) ∈ V (S1)
1
n
∑
k=1
n
∫
S1
~uk(~ξ)(~uk(~x) · ~φi(~x))d~x = λ~φi(~ξ) (C.11)
C.3 METHOD OF SNAPSHOTS
Applying the methods of snapshot to reduce the computational expense to obtain the POD
modes the inner product is taken of the above eigenvalue problem with each snapshot field
~uk(~x) to produce the following discrete eigenvalue problem:
1
n
n∑
k=1
AijCk = λCj, (C.12)
where
Aij =
∫
S1
~uj(~ξ) · ~uk(~ξ)d~ξ and Ck =
∫
S1
~uk(~ξ) · ~φi(~ξ)d~ξ. (C.13)
Finally, the ith solution to the discrete eigenvalue problem can be used to determine the
ith POD mode as follows:
~φi(~x) =
1
λin
n∑
k=1
~uk(~x)C
i
k. (C.14)
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An important note is that the eigenvalue of each mode will correspond to the relative
importance of the mode in representing the given ensemble of snapshots. As such, the
modes with the highest eigenvalues can be thought of as those that are the most significant
components of the ensemble.
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